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ABSTRACT 
OPTIMIZING THE SAFETY STOCK UNDER SERVICE LEVEL 
CONSTRAINTS 
MAY 2012 
CHETAN TRIMBAK SHIVSHARAN, B.E., UNIVERSTIY OF PUNE  
M.S.I.E.O.R., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Ana Muriel 
  
The level of customer satisfaction largely depends on manufacturer’s ability to respond to 
customer orders with promptness. The swiftness with which the manufacturers are able to 
meet customer demand is measured by the service level. There are two service level 
measures typically used. The first one is type 1 service level which denotes the 
probability of not stocking out over a planning period.  The other is fill rate which 
denotes the proportion of demand satisfied with the existing inventory.  We review the 
rich and diverse literature available on inventory cost optimization under these service 
level constraints.  Subsequently two optimization models are developed for the two 
different types of service level measures. The goal is to determine the safety stock values 
for all products in a multi product inventory required to achieve aggregate type 1 and 
type 2 service levels at the minimum inventory cost. For both the models we also 
maintain a minimum threshold for individual type 1 and type 2 service level for every 
product. The models are solved using Lagrangian relaxation techniques. 
 
 vi 
 
The models are computationally solved in Microsoft Excel. We then carry out discrete 
event simulation to validate the results and to test the performance of the models. To 
provide the decision makers with an idea of variability in the service levels and the 
related risks associated with it on an immediate finite horizon planning scale we also 
carry out simulation for a time span of one, two and four years.  
 
The results obtained show desired type 1 and type 2 service levels for products with 
under both infinite and finite planning horizons.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
 
The level of logistics service greatly influences customer satisfaction which in turn has a 
major impact on revenues (Ghiana, Laporte and Mussammo, 2004).  In today’s global 
market it is evident that companies offering superior customer service remain competitive 
and profitable (Larsen and Thornstenson, 2007).  Competitive pressures in today’s 
marketplace are forcing companies to offer quicker response to customer needs (Song, 
2006). For nearly any business, an important aspect of customer service is the ability to 
responsively deliver products to customers (Ghiana, Laporte and Mussamo, 2004). As 
mentioned in the Kumar and Sharman’s (1992) well-known essay “We love your product, 
but where is it?” on time delivery comes second after the product attributes, in deciding 
customer satisfaction.  Meeting customer demand on time not only improves profit 
margins, but also develops a better public image.  In an increasing competitive market 
hence it becomes important to meet customer demands on time. 
 
Customer satisfaction or the ability to effectively respond to customer demand can be 
gauged by measuring service level (Nahmias 2007). Service level is defined in many 
ways; the simplest definition is the fraction of orders that are filled on or before their 
delivery due date (Nahmias 2007). It simply means having enough safety stock in the 
inventory so as to satisfy the customer demand. Holding an inventory can however be 
very expensive (Ghiana, Laporte and Mussamo, 2004). They state the following reasons, 
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1) A company that holds safety stock incurs an opportunity or capital cost 
represented by the return on investment the firm would have realized if the 
money had been better invested. 
2) The warehousing costs must be incurred, which is made up of leasing cost and 
the operating and maintenance cost of the warehouse. 
3)  The company may also incur costs in form of insurance, shrinkage of the 
products or damage costs (Nahmias 2007).  
 
Maintaining a low inventory cost is as important to a company as it is to achieve high 
service levels. The investment cost in the safety stock, along with a desire to 
maintain high level of service level, provides decision makers with a dilemma, which 
is difficult to deal with.  In our current work we develop an inventory control system 
that achieves the desired aggregate service levels at a minimized cost.  We develop 
two optimization models for the different types of service level measures. In both the 
inventory cost is minimized under each of the two service level measures.  As there 
are two models, for the two most popular service level measures it is also necessary 
to compare the results obtained by them. We compare the models by looking at the 
difference in safety stocks, minimized cost and service levels obtained in each case.  
 
 After obtaining the solution to the models by Lagrangian relaxation we examine 
them further by carrying out discrete event simulation in Microsoft Excel. The 
simulation proves that the solution is driven by three variables, the volume of 
demand, lead time and the cost of each product.  The solution is also indirectly 
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impacted by variability in demand. This impact is indirect we have assumed that 
demand follows Poisson distribution and hence is indirectly related to volume of 
demand. To gain more insight into the results we classify these three variables into 
low, medium and high and carry out further simulations. These simulations are 
carried in order to see how sensitive the service level measures are to change in the 
nature of the above variables.  
 
There are many existing models and policies in the area of inventory cost 
optimization under service level constraints. These models though seem to work well 
only under specific assumptions and for a given set of conditions. One such 
supposition is assuming infinite planning horizon to achieve desired service level 
measures. The number of products in market that have continuous demand for a long 
amount of time is sparse. Managers and decision makers in industry are often 
looking at finite horizon planning and policies that have immediate consequences on 
their inventory level.   
 
To ensure that the results obtained are implementable and robust on a finite horizon 
planning scale we finally carry out simulations for  planning horizons ranging from 
one to six years.  
 
 The thesis is organized as follows. The thesis starts by investigating the different 
measures of service levels used in practice, clearly identifying the ones we will use in 
this research. This section is followed by a literature review of related previous work. 
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Chapter 3 describes the purpose and the specific aims of the project. Chapter 4 
introduces the assumptions and mathematical notations used in developing the two 
models.  The mathematical formulation of the two models is provided in Chapter 5. 
The next Chapter looks at Lagrangian solution techniques used to solve the models. 
We then look at results obtained for the two models and compare them in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 7 starts with describing the simulation model and subsequent computational 
results obtained by running simulations for different types of data sets.  Chapter 8 
provides results for the simulation of 27 classified products. The analysis and 
estimation of risk involved in implementing the model over a finite planning horizon 
is provided in Chapter 9. We discuss the limitations of our work in Chapter 10. The 
thesis concludes in Chapter 11 with a discussion of the results obtained, the 
conclusions derived and limitations of the work that lead to future research. 
 
1.2 Service Level Measurement 
In inventory theory the study of service level is as old as the theory of inventory itself 
(Silver 1970). Every text on operations or production management has sections that are 
devoted to address the problem of estimating service level. In the current section we take 
a look at a few of these important definitions. The most popular and frequently used 
definitions can be found in Nahmias (2007). There are two types of service levels defined 
as Type 1 and Type 2. The general idea of these definitions refers to the probability that 
demand or collection of demands is met from the inventory. 
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1.2.1 Type 1 service level 
Type 1 service level is defined as the probability of not stocking out in the lead time 
(Wallace and Spearman, 2001). Denoted by α, the measurement of this type of service 
level is straightforward. α is defined as the proportion of cycles in which no stock out 
occurs (Nahmias 2007). Type 1 service level is used in cases where shortage occurrence 
has the same consequences independent of the time and the quantity involved. The 
following simple example illustrates the calculation of type 1 service level. We have 
different order cycles and the corresponding demand in each order cycle, with stock outs 
that have occurred in 2 of the order cycles. 
 
Order Cycle Demand in Cycle  Number of units that 
stocked out 
1 180 0 
2 240 0 
3 200 0 
4 350 125 
5 500 0 
6 250 50 
7 155 0 
8 375 0 
9 275 0 
10 190 0 
Table 1 Sample data for service level calculations 
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In the table 1 there are ten cycles, out of which stock out happens in two cycles. The type 
1 service level here is α =   0.8 or 80 percent. In the current thesis there are two 
models the first of which is based on type 1 service level. Though type 1 service level 
maybe easy to compute, it is not very popular in industry. In type 1 service level the stock 
out for 1 unit is given the same weight as that given for stock out of a thousand units, thus 
making it a poor performance metric. In the first model, we will minimize the inventory 
subject to the type 1 service level. 
 
1.2.2 Type 2 Service Level / Fill rate 
 
Type 2 service level measures the proportion of demands that are met from the stock 
(Hopp and Spearman, 2001). This service level is denoted by β.  β is the ratio of the total 
number of units that are satisfied with the existing inventory, to the total number of units 
that are ordered in a given time period (Hopp and Spearman, 2001). The type 2 service 
level is called as fill rate or line item fill rate. Type 2 service level will be hence referred 
to as fill rate, in the thesis. We can calculate the fill rate for the example in Table 1 above. 
 
 The total demand for the 10 order cycles is 2715, where there is a stock out of 175 units 
that happens in two order cycles. We are satisfying 2540 units of the 2715 units ordered, 
from the inventory. The fill rate in this case using the expression above is β = 	
	
 0.93 or 93 percent whereas the type 1 service level was 80 percent. In the second model 
the inventory cost is minimized subject to a certain target fill rate.  
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1.2.3 Other Service Level Measurements 
 
Among other important definitions for specifying service level is the work of Johnson et 
al (1995), in which they study the different existing definitions of fill rate.  The various 
definitions of fill rate mentioned are for a periodic review (R, S) system. The inventory is 
reviewed every R units of time and is always brought up to a level S.  They assume a 
replenishment lead time L which is constant and demands in different time periods are 
independent and identically distributed. The authors note that if for any order cycle i, 
there is stock out and if the replenishment order in period i+1 does not satisfy the 
previous stock out, then these unsatisfied stock outs are folded into the shortage period 
i+1 as well. This leads to the double counting of the units that are stocked out. As a result 
there is an overestimation of the actual number of units that are stocked out for a given 
cycle, which causes underestimation of fill rate. 
  
The mathematical expression developed takes into account the number of units for a 
period’s demand that are not filled. The authors measure E(short),  expected units short 
for a given period. While measuring E(short) the expected number of stock outs, any 
backorders carried from the previous order cycle are subtracted, while any excess 
inventory left is added to the existing inventory. For any order cycle the number of units, 
that are stocked out in the corresponding order cycle are considered for calculating the fill 
rate.  The expression developed works very well, for cases where a low fill rate is 
desirable. For cases of high fill rate the expression works as well as the existing 
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definitions of fill rate. In our current thesis we intend to achieve a high fill rate and hence 
will be using the definitions provided in the preceding section, as defined in the previous 
two sections.  
 
Silver (1970) has also provided an alternate definition for type 2 service level or fill rate, 
to avoid double counting the units backordered. The author states that in case of small 
demand with large lead times there is double counting of units that are backordered. For 
example assume an inventory which is periodically reviewed every week. In week one 
the demand was 10 units out of which 8 of them were available in inventory. The fill rate 
is calculated using equation, Fill rate = 1 –    and for week one we obtain a 
value of 0.8. There is backorder of 2 units carried forward in week two’s review. In week 
two the demand is 4 units and if only one is satisfied with the existing inventory there is a 
backorder of 3 units. The total number of unit’s backordered in week two is 5. Using the 
same equation above now a negative fill rate is obtained. The expression of Silver (1970) 
is to account for this double counting of backorders. The authors first define Q as the 
order quantity received.   The expression is based on the variable V. V is the fraction of 
the Q for a given period t and is the amount left after satisfying any backorders during the 
lead time. Depending on the reorder point OP and the demand during the lead time x the 
value of V will range from 0 to Q. If at time t the lead time demand x is less than the 
reorder point OP, then V takes the value Q. The entire new order received now is 
available to satisfy the demand at time period t.  If lead time demand  x is greater than 
reorder point OP but less than the sum of reorder point OP and order received Q, then V 
is equal to difference between the lead time demand and sum of reorder point and order 
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quantity. Finally if lead time demand x is greater than the sum of both the order quantity 
and the reorder point then the entire order is used to satisfy backorders with V being zero. 
The fill rate is the ratio of partial expectation of the above three values of V to order Q.  
  !"#  $%&#'"#( )!*# +, -.  
 
where V is  
V / .                         , % 0 1212 3 . 4 %    , 12 0 % 0 12 3 . 0               , 12 3 . 0 %      
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The above expression for Silver (1970) is for a periodic review inventory system. As we 
are using a continuous review inventory policy our first two models are based on the 
original type 1 and type 2 service level respectively.  While carrying out the 
mathematical simulation we ensure that double counting of the backorders does not occur. 
This is done by first satisfying backorders for any given time period t-1 and then the 
leftover inventory is used to satisfied demand for time period t. The fill rate measurement 
is then done by taking the ratio of demand satisfied for period t, after accounting for 
backorders from the leftover inventory to the total demand realized for period t.  Using 
the same example as above the fill rate after satisfying 2 backorders of the week one there 
is nothing left to satisfy the demand for week two. Hence the demand satisfied for week 
two is zero and the fill rate is zero.    
 
In our work we use a (S-1, S) continuous review policy.  In such a policy when for every 
time period t a demand is fulfilled, the inventory level drops down below S and an order 
is placed to bring the inventory level back to S in the next t+1 period.  Hence the order 
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that arrives in period t+1 can either be used to satisfy demand of period t+1 or the 
backorders of period t. This leads to a specific condition where for a continuous (S-1, S) 
review policy the type 1 and type 2 service level measures are same. This result has been 
proved by Larsen et al (2007), and by Johnson et al (1995).  These results by the 
mentioned authors imply that the optimal result for the two models should be similar or 
very close to each other.  
 
Sobel (2004) in is his work for achieving desired fill rates for a multistage supply chain 
has developed two fill rate approximations.  The fill rate expression is for periodic review 
system that uses base stock policies. It is defined as β, which is the long run average 
fraction of the demand that can be satisfied immediately. The expression is based on 
convolutions for independent, identically distributed demand under normally distributed 
demand and demand with gamma distribution.  There are two equations developed for β 
fill rate based on standardizing the demand and then double integrating this 
standardization. The approximations are computational simple and seem to account for 
double counting of backorders. In our current work however they do not seem to be 
accurate as there is a significant difference between the fill rates obtained by β equation 
and those obtained by simulation.  
 
Zhang et al (2007) extend the above approximation to the specific case where inventory 
follows an periodic review (R,T) policy.  This similar to (Q,r) policy where inventory is 
reviewed at periodic intervals of T and the inventory level is brought up to R.  
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In their paper on service level and spare parts, Cohen and Lee (1990), provide different 
definitions of fill rate that can be applied for measuring service level. The focus of their 
paper is customer manufacturer after product sales relationship.  In particular they are 
dealing with spare parts which are required for the repairs of the products.  The service 
level measurements described in the paper are; 
• Part Unit Fill Rate: This measures the fraction of demand for a part shipped from 
on hand inventory in a given order cycle.  The fill rate is specific for each part. 
The aggregate measure is the fraction of total demands for all parts shipped from 
on hand inventory.  
• Part Dollar Fill Rate: This is a modification of the aggregate unit fill rate. Items 
are weighted by their value which is either their cost, the revenue they would 
generate or their contribution to the finished product. 
• Order Fill Rate: Internal replenishment orders include requests for a wide range 
of items. These order fill rate measures the fraction of such orders that can be 
completely filled from on-hand inventory. This fill rate is relevant when the cost 
of shipping and receiving are high, or the fixed costs associated with the part unit 
Fill rate are high. In some cases, partial fill may not be allowed and an entire 
order is delayed because a small number of items are unavailable. 
• Repair Order Completion Rate:  This measure refers to the fraction of jobs not 
delayed by stock shortages. Here “job” refers to customer demand for service that 
leads to parts requirements. Since each job cannot be completed unless all the 
required parts are available, this measure is typically lower than the part fill rate 
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for an individual component. This rate captures service as experienced by the 
customer.  
In literature a common method of measuring service level is by measuring backorders. In 
their famous METRIC (multi echelon technique for recoverable item control) paper 
Sheerbrooke (1968), measure service level by counting the number of unsatisfied orders. 
They aim to minimize these unsatisfied orders, defined as backorders. The work is done 
for the inventory of spare parts used in air plane repairs. The above work is extended by 
Brooks et al (1969) who uses four different ways to measure service level. Their work is 
also done for the Airforce base where air plane repairs are carried out. Among these four 
definitions two of them are backorders and type 2 service level or fill rate. They go on to 
define Operational Rate which means on any given day there are no backorders for air 
force repair depot. The authors have provided two methods for the measurement of 
Operational rate. The first is measuring the length of time in days where no backorders 
existed at the depot. The summation of these lengths is taken and then divided by 365 to 
provide operational rate. The second method is observing at the fixed time of a day 
whether backorders exist or not in the depot. The days with no backorders are summed 
and divided by 365 to give the operational rate. Their final measure of service level is 
NORS or non-operationally ready to supply aircrafts. This indicates the number of 
aircrafts which are still under repair present in the depot. Operational rate is calculated by 
adding the total number of days without backorders and then dividing the number by 365. 
NORS is calculated by adding the daily number of aircrafts under repair and then taking 
the average for a year. 
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Most of the work in service level measurements is for inventories of non perishable items. 
A few people have also tried to develop service level measures for perishable item 
inventories. Among the few people who have carried out research for perishable items the 
work of Donselaar et al (2010) is the one which provides alternate fill rate 
approximations. The fill rate equations are for (R,s,nQ) periodic review system. These 
approximations are based on calculating the “undershoot” defined as the difference 
between the inventory position and order up to level s, when a demand is generated.  
 
Among other definitions for service level Inderfurth et al (1998) extend the definition of 
type 2 service level or fill rate to an entire planning period. The service level is defined as 
γ-type level. It is the ratio of expected backlog at the end of entire planning period to the 
expected demand for the entire period. The work of Inderfurth et al (1998) is done for a 
multi echelon system with the objective of minimizing the inventory cost subject to 
service level measures. 
 
For multi echelon systems the authors Caggiano et al (2004) argue that the use of 
individual fill rates for measuring service level can be misleading. In their work on 
minimizing inventory cost across a supply chain, they measure service level using 
Channel fill rate. Channel fill rate is defined as the probability that incoming demand for 
a specific part at a specific location can be fulfilled by a specific period of time. Channel 
fill rate is required for cases when certain service level is to be achieved within a given 
time period.  
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Finally Caglar et al (2004) use response time as a measure of service level. Their work is 
carried out for inventory of items used in computer repairs. These repairs are carried out 
by a technician, who needs items to carry out the computer repairs. The response time is 
the time taken by the technicians to arrive at the customer site with a spare part to fix the 
machine after the customer reports a failure. In our present work we work with the first 
two definitions used for service level measurement and only for the case of the single 
echelon system. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The literature on optimizing the inventory costs subject to service level constraints is 
extensive and can be divided into two parts. Most researchers have proposed cost 
minimization models while trying to achieve target service levels, whereas a few of them 
have looked to maximize the different service level measures, while dealing with a target 
inventory cost.  
 
The earliest work dealing with measuring service level while addressing inventory 
control is the famous METRIC (multi echelon technique for recoverable item control) by 
Sherbrooke (1968).   The work carried out at Rand Corporation is to improve the service 
level of spare parts that are used in the repair of aircrafts. The work is done for a two 
echelon supply chain network. The authors do not use type 1 service level or fill rate, but 
constrain the model developed by maintaining a specific limit on the number of 
backorders. The model minimizes the inventory cost subject to the constraint that the 
number of the backorders at a depot does not exceed a certain pre-defined value. As the 
inventory is made of spare parts that are used in the repair of the aircrafts, the demand of 
these parts is assumed to be sporadic. A continuous review (S-1, S) policy is followed, 
where the instant the demand falls below S, a part is ordered, to bring it back to S. Among 
the other important assumptions the demand is assumed to follow a Logarithmic Poisson 
distribution, a member of the Compound Poisson distribution family. The demand arrives 
in batches where batches are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and then the 
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number of demands per batch has a logarithmic distribution. The cost minimization 
problem is solved with the help of Lagrangian multipliers and for the single item case. 
The results are then subsequently extended to the multiple item case. The model is 
implemented for the Hamilton Air force base and the George Air force Base. 
 
Brooks et al (1969) have done related work to that of Sherbrooke, while trying to 
optimize the inventory of airport repair parts. The four different methods used by the 
authors to quantify service level are fill rate, backorders, operational rate and NORS (Not 
Operationally Ready Supply) aircraft for an airport base. Operational rate is defined as 
the probability that at any given date there are no back orders for the inventory base. It is 
measured by adding the number of days there are no backorders in a given year and then 
dividing this number by 365. The number of NORS aircrafts is calculated by observing 
the number of NORS aircrafts on a daily basis, and then taking the average for a year.  
 
 Same as the METRIC paper, a one to one (S-1, S) replenishment policy is observed with 
a demand that follows a compound Poisson process. The optimization model consists of 
minimizing the inventory cost, subject to each of the four different service level measures 
individually. The four different models are then tested, and the authors conclude that the 
model that aims to minimize the NORS aircrafts is more desirable as the results obtained 
are easier to implement operationally. The authors make use of the lagrangian multiplier 
to obtain solution to the model. The work of Aardal et al (1989) is similar to the work of 
Brooks et al (1969) and Sherbrooke (1968). The main purpose of the work is to 
understand the relation between service level constraints and the shortage costs. The 
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authors are trying to examine if the shadow price of a service level constraint can be 
interpreted as shortage cost. There are two cost minimization models for the two service 
level measures. Though the authors are able to relate service level constraints with 
shortage costs their work is done for a single item inventory following a periodic review 
(Q,r) policy.   
 
The work of Graves et al (1982) is interesting and close to the idea of achieving a 
specified service level. The work is done for the individual inventory of a service 
representative, who carries this inventory to carry out repairs of large machines or 
equipment. If the inventory of the service representative lacks a particular spare item, 
which is needed for the large machines, then repair does not take place. It is also not 
practically feasible for the service representative to carry more than a specified number of 
spare parts. The model developed is an inventory cost minimization model, subject to a 
specific job completion rate α. α is type 1 service level and represents the combined 
probability for all spare parts being present. The decision variable xi is a binary variable, 
which indicates whether the spare part is to be selected or not. The model has a knapsack 
like structure, and is solved with the help of a greedy algorithm where the spare parts are 
ranked in the order of preference till the constraint is satisfied.  
 
Caglar et al (2004) also focus on the idea of achieving a specific service level. The work 
is for the items that are used in the repairs of computers. If the computer needs repairs it 
is because of some component which is malfunctioning. Either this spare item needs to be 
repaired or it needs to be replaced completely. There is a technician who carries out this 
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repair or replacement. The response time of the technician depends on whether the 
particular item is available in the inventory. The manufacturers try to have shortest 
possible response time, yet have a low inventory cost. The model developed by the 
authors has inventory cost minimized, subject to the constraint of having specific 
response times less than a specified threshold. The demand is assumed to follow a 
Poisson distribution and backorders are allowed.  This work is done for a two echelon 
system made of a central warehouse and small depots where repairs are carried out. The 
inventory control policy is a base stock policy. In the constraints the response time is 
specified by measuring the waiting time Wj of the customer which is to be less than 
specific threshold. The waiting time is found out by using Little’s law (Hopp and 
Spearman, 2001). The solution method is a heuristic which is based on Lagrangian 
decomposition of problems. The solution variable consists of finding S the base stock 
value at each warehouse and then deciding the same for all the depots. The numerical 
results show that the heuristic works very well for large problem instances.  The recent 
work of Vliegen et al (2009) is very similar to the work of Caglar (2004). In this work 
inventory cost of tools used for repairs and servicing is optimized subject to fill rate 
constraints. An important issue the authors highlight is when service tools are demanded 
they are often required in combination with other tools.  The demand of tools or parts is 
coupled. As the demand is coupled the fill rate of one tool impacts the fill rate of other 
products. Hence the authors feel it is important to achieve an order fill rate rather than an 
item fill rate. They develop three models based on Markov processes, to optimize the 
inventory cost subject to order fill rate constraints. In their results the performance of the 
three models is discussed.  
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The work of Schneider (1978) deals with finding the optimal reorder point s for an 
inventory model that follows an (S,s) ordering policy. The model is a single item model. 
The goal of the inventory control model is to achieve a desired service level. The two 
different service level measures used for computational analysis are type 1 service level 
and fill rate. There are two different solution methodologies used. The first one uses 
Brown’s equation to find out backorders, while the other is based on asymptotic 
approximations. In both the solution methods the reorder point s is to be calculated. 
Though the author has presented mathematical formulation for both types of service 
levels the numerical results are computed only for type 2 service level or fill rate. The 
numerical results are carried out for both normal and gamma distributions of demand. 
The numerical results obtained by the asymptotic approximation are better than the ones 
obtained by Brown’s equation.  Schneider (1978) along with different researchers have 
extended the above work. The extended work focuses only on type 2 service level or fill 
rate. A different solution technique is also used to calculate s the reorder point. The work 
is to minimize the inventory cost subject to type 2 service level or fill rate measures. 
They define type 2 service level as, γ type service level. γ service level is a measure of 
expected backorders per order cycle.  
 
 The demand is assumed to be independent and identically distributed, and the inventory 
is monitored with a periodic review (S,s) policy. The lead time is assumed to be constant 
and the demand is assumed to be normally distributed. There are two solution methods, 
one based on Ehrhardt power approximation, while the other based on lagrangian 
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relaxation techniques. The power approximation is used to calculate variable D. D is the 
difference of S and s. The mathematical formulation is tested for a 288 item system. The 
total expected cost computed using the two different solution methodologies is compared. 
The results prove that Ehrhardt’s power approximation provides results close to the 
optimal results.  
 
Tijms et al (1984), have considered a general class of (S,s) models subject to type 2 
service level constraints.  Their work is an extension of work done by Schneider (1978) 
and others. The work is for inventory models where the periodic review may not be 
always possible.  The authors feel that the work of Schneider (1978) is also difficult to 
implement in practice. The models developed are both for periodic and continuous 
review cases with the assumption of completely random lead times. For periodic review 
cases, the demand is assumed to follow a normal distribution and for the continuous 
review case it is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution.  The lead time in both cases is 
assumed to be stochastic with a given mean and standard deviation. The number of cross 
orders is negligible. Among the other assumptions the most important assumption is the 
definition of Q, which is defined as the order quantity. Q is the difference between S and 
s, and is a predetermined value calculated using the standard EOQ expression (Economic 
Order Quantity equation). The solution methodologies include the use of two-moment’s 
approximation for calculating s. The two-moment approximation provides 90 percent 
service level for periodic review models, and 95 percent service level for the continuous 
review models. Results are also obtained using the standard Lagrangian relaxation. The 
results validate the author’s assumption of using the economic order quantity to find Q. 
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The results obtained by the two moment’s approximation are close to optimal. In the case 
where the demand is very erratic, the reorder point s becomes very sensitive to the 
demand distribution making it difficult to achieve the high type 2 service level. 
 
Cohen et al (1989) have considered spare parts inventory used for repairs. The stocking 
policy used by the warehouses is a periodic review base stock and order up to policy. The 
authors develop a generic inventory control model, which they go on to extend to 
different classes of customer. The other extension is for the case where commonality 
exists between different spare parts. The authors use fill rate or type 2 service level, as a 
measure of the service requirements. The work differs from others, as there are two 
constraints used to specify fill rate. The first constraint, defined as the chance constraint, 
is not a measure of fill rate for the spare parts, but for the fill rate of the entire product. 
The chance constraint specifies the lower limit that the fill rate should exceed.  The other 
constraint is the part availability constraint, where the fill rate of each of the spare parts is 
now specified. The resulting problem is solved by taking the dual Lagrangian multiplier, 
and using a greedy heuristic. The model is extended to the case where customers are 
classified into low and high priority class and for use of common spare parts to carry out 
repairs. The computational results provide near optimal results for the two models and 
also for the case where commonality exists between the spare parts.  Similar recent 
research is done by Samii et al (2011). where for different customers different fill rates 
are desired. A classification of customers like this leads to manufacturers holding certain 
amount of inventory for customers with high fill rate requirements. The authors define 
this process as nesting. This adds more complexity to the process of achieving desired fill 
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rate with a given inventory cost. The authors develop a fill rate equation which is 
applicable when inventory nesting is carried out. The solution to the cost minimization 
model provides near optimal results for the fill rate.  
 
The work of Mitchell (1988) is for multi item inventory, with a desired Type 1 service 
level. The work done aims to achieve a specified type 1 service level for a single item, 
and at the same time trying to achieve a system wide service level for all the items. A 
periodic review system is used to control the inventory, with the (S, s) being the 
inventory policy. The lead time is assumed to be fixed, while demand is normally 
distributed. The non linear model is solved with the help of a generalized knapsack 
duality algorithm. The model is implemented for a 32 item inventory system. The data 
used to test the numerical results has a 20/80 structure, with 20 percent of the items 
accounting for 80 percent of the inventory cost. The generalized knapsack problem works 
well till a service level of 85 percent is achieved after which the solution procedure starts 
to degrade.  
 
The work of Thonemann et al (2002) is for spare parts inventory and fill rate as the 
service level measure. The specific purpose of the authors is to show that an inventory 
system that tries to achieve an aggregate fill rate performs better than the one where the 
goal is to have specific individual item fill rate. The individual fill rate of the items has to 
be above a certain minimum fill rate value. At the same time the aggregate fill rate should 
be above a certain specific value. The model we have developed is trying to achieve 
similar results. The work differs as the focus is to calculate “skewness” which is the ratio 
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of fraction of different individual items demands to the total demand.   The demand 
follows a Poisson distribution. The inventory follows a (S-1, S) continuous review policy. 
The inventory cost is minimized subject to two constraints. For the first the individual 
item fill rate is above an agreed minimum value, while the other is a similar constraint for 
the entire order. There are two different models developed. In one case the expressions 
for cost and demand are exact and in the second case the same expressions are of a 
continuous nature. The exact model is solved with a simple heuristic, where the minimum 
base stock level for each part is chosen such that the fill rate is at least 50 percent. For 
each part the marginal increase in the demand weighted average fill rate is computed if 
the base stock level is increased by one. The part with the lowest marginal increase is 
chosen and the base stock level is increased by 1 by adding this part. The aggregate fill 
rate is calculated and the process is repeated till the desired aggregate system fill rate is 
achieved. The numerical results imply that in both the cases system based inventory 
policy has a significant lower cost even for very high fill rates.  
 
The work of Song (1998) is an interesting contribution in the field of service level 
optimization. The work deals with the specific condition where there exists co-relation 
between demands of the different items. The service level measure though is type 2 
service level or fill rate it is measured for a particular order and not for the entire demand 
in a given time period. The work is done for a continuous review base stock inventory 
which has to face Poisson demand. The solution method includes calculating order fill 
rate using one dimensional Poisson distributions. The mathematical analysis is done for 
two different cases of lead time. In one the author assumes equal lead times for all items, 
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while in other unequal lead times. The numerical results are for a two item inventory 
system with interdependent demand. The results conclude that the individual fill rate is 
not a precise indicator of the order fill rate. Also if the correlations of demand between 
the items change the proximity of the results with the optimal solution varies.  
 
Bashyam et al (1998) have also carried out work which is a further extension of the work 
done by Schneider (1978) and that of Tjims et al (1984).  In both the previous papers the 
difference between S and s is assumed to be very large. The approximations of Tjims et al 
(1984) perform poorly when the difference between S and s is small. The other important 
difference is the authors allow cross orders to exist. They assume that demands are not 
necessarily fulfilled in the same order in which they are received and yet a given level of 
service level has to be achieved. The service level measure is fill rate and follows a 
periodic review (S,s) policy. The model developed is a non linear model. The model is 
solved by developing local gradients or bounds on the cost function. The solution starts 
with finding Q using the economic order quantity. Subsequently the reorder point s is 
found out carrying a line search, after which a feasible directions search is employed as a 
check for feasibility. The work is one of the few that uses discrete event simulation to 
numerically test the model. There are different demand distributions observed to 
implement the model. The results indicate that as different steps of algorithm are carried 
out, the solutions get close to optimality. In most of the cases and demand distributions a 
fill rate of 90 percent is achieved. The authors mention that the computational effort is 
more for the latter stages of algorithm.  
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The work of Caggiano et al (2007) deals with achieving a desired service level within 
specific time intervals.  The work is done for a multi echelon system. For different time 
intervals different fill rates are to be achieved. An example is fill rate of 90 percent is 
desired as soon as the order arrives, 8 hours after the order is received a fill rate of 95 
percent is desired and finally after a few days from receiving the order the desired fill rate 
would be 98 percent.  The authors intend to achieve not just a specific fill rate for the 
specified different time intervals, but also a desired Channel fill rate at the important 
nodes in different echelons. Channel Fill rate is the probability that an incoming demand 
for a specific part at a specific location can be fulfilled within a specific period of time. 
For the multi echelon network the authors feel that having a specific channel fill rate is 
more important than achieving a desired service level. The multi echelon network faces a 
Poisson demand and (S-1,S) replenishment policy is used. The model assumes that 
backorders do exist. The objective function is made up of system inventory cost. The 
constraints are the different service levels to be achieved at different locations and for 
different time intervals. The aim is to find the base stock level S at each node. The three 
different solution methods used are Naïve Procedure, Fast Increment Procedure and a 
Primal Dual Lagrangian solution.  The Primal Dual method carries out an iterative search, 
for the Lagrangian multiplier. In the Fast Increment Procedure and the Naïve Procedure 
the safety stock at higher echelons is first assigned, and then iteratively the safety stock at 
lower echelon points is updated until the desired fill rate is achieved. All the three 
solution procedures are tested for small, medium and large data sets. The naïve and fast 
increment procedures perform poorly for small problem sizes while the primal dual 
Lagrangian algorithm provides optimal results for all data sets, also while being fast.  
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The work of Sobel (2004) is aimed at achieving desired fill rate when using base stock 
policies. The author derives the equation for a single echelon system and then extends the 
work to multi echelon system. The fill rate equation is based on convolutions for 
demands that follow normal and gamma distribution.  The results obtain provide base 
stock values required to achieve the desired fill rates for both single echelon and multi 
echelon supply chains.  The fill rate equation is computationally simple though only 
applicable to base stock inventory control policies. Zhang et al (2007) and Kwon et al 
(2006) both have extended the work of Sobel (2004). Zhang et al (2007) extend it to a 
periodic review (R,T) policy, while Kwon et al (2006) propose a simulation based 
heuristic for serial inventory systems. In both cases the fill rate equation developed by 
Sobel (2004), is further approximated to meet the assumptions of specific cases.  
 
Boyaci et al (2001) also focus on optimizing multi echelon inventory subject to service 
level measures. The work is for serial production or distribution systems. The service 
level measure used is fill rate.  The work is for a continuous review system which uses a 
base stock policy, with the demand following a Poisson distribution. The first model is 
for a single echelon system, and then extended to a multi echelon case. The problem is 
solved by using two heuristics. In the first heuristic fill rate is calculated at each echelon. 
The echelons where a higher fill rate is needed are given priority and more safety stock is 
kept at these levels. These echelons are the end echelons that face the customer demand 
directly. In the second heuristic the system holds inventory only at specific levels. These 
echelons again are high fill rate echelons. The work is also extended to the case where fill 
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rate within a specific time window is to be achieved. The computational results provide 
near optimal results.   
 
Among notable research done for multi echelon inventory subjected to different service 
levels, is the work of Ettl et al (2000). The service level measure is associated with 
calculating base stock levels at the different echelons. These base stock levels at different 
echelons are connected. The customers as well as the items are classified according to 
different service level requirements. The model is based on queuing theory equations 
which are used to calculate delays that happen on account of stockouts. The service level 
measure is fill rate and the demand follows a normal distribution. The model is developed 
for several purposes. Its first purpose is for performance analysis and the second for 
optimization. In case of performance analysis the inventory policies are first specified 
and then the corresponding fill rates obtained by using these inventory policies are 
calculated. The other purpose is optimizing the inventory cost subject to the service level 
requirements. The performance analysis is carried out modeling each site as an inventory 
queue.  
 
The non linear model for optimization is solved with the conjugate gradient method. The 
model is implemented for 5 store network while carrying out performance analysis and 
optimization. For optimization the solution is a two step process where in the first stage 
200 solutions are obtained and in then in the next step a conjugate search is again applied 
to the best of these 200 solutions. The numerical results are extended to the multi echelon 
case and in all cases near optimal results close to a fill rate of 95 percent are achieved. 
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Inderfurth et al (1998) also have carried out optimization of inventory cost for multi 
echelon system subject to service level measures. The focus of the work is on using 
safety stock buffers at different stages and also only for items that have a very high 
demand. Both type 1 and type 2 service level measures are used. The numerical results 
provide the different stocking points along with the base stock value S.  
 
A few researchers have also investigated, optimizing service level subject to an inventory 
cost constraints.   Schrady et al (1971) have developed a model where the time weighted 
shortages for inventory are minimized subject to the constraint that inventory cost does 
not exceed a certain value. The work assumes a (Q,r) inventory policy and demand is 
assumed to follow a normal distribution. The expression for time weighted shortage is the 
classical expression from Hadley and Whitin (1963) for a steady state probability 
distribution. There are two models where first one uses the classical expression for 
inventory cost while the second has simplified equations for inventory costs. The second 
model is solved with the standard Lagrangian relaxation. The first model is solved for an 
iterative search over the feasible region for variables (Q,r). The model is numerically 
implemented for a 3 item inventory example and the authors feel it can be implemented 
to larger data sets. 
 
Schroeder et al (1947) have developed multiple models for multiple measures of service 
levels. There are three different measures of service levels used. The first is expected 
number of actual backorders per year. The second is expected number of stock-out 
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occurrences per year. Finally the expected backorders at any point in time is the last 
measure of service level. In each of the three formulations the objective function seeks to 
minimize the above mentioned terms without exceeding the inventory cost beyond a 
certain limit. The inventory policy used is a (Q,r) policy. The demand and the lead time 
are normally distributed. All the three models are solved with the Lagrangian relaxation. 
The mathematical formulations are also extended to the multi item case. The 
mathematical solution proves that similar expressions are obtained for Q and r values for 
each of the three different models.  
 
The paper of Schwarz et al (1985) deals specifically with fill rate optimization for one 
warehouse and an N identical retailer distribution system. The research is done for a 
single item case. The warehouse retailer supply network follows a (Q,r) policy. The lead 
time is assumed to be fixed and different nodes face Poisson demand. The objective 
function aims to maximize the fill rate which depends on the safety stock at the 
warehouse SW and the safety stock at the retailer SR. The only constraint is for the safety 
stock at the ware house Sw and the total safety stock at all the retailers NSR. The sum of 
these two safety stocks should not exceed a certain value S, which is the predetermined 
budget for the inventory cost. The solution involves calculating SW and SR the safety stock 
values at the retailer and the warehouse that will maximize the fill rate. The solution 
method consists of obtaining a policy and budget line on a graph of NSR against Sw for 
different values of fill rate. The policy line or the fill rate line is the locus of all the points 
(NSR, SW) which are obtained as a solution to the optimization model for different values 
of budget S. The budget line is locus of points that satisfies the second constraint for 
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different budget values S. The intersection of these two lines provides the optimal safety 
stock values for retailers and the warehouse. The other solution methods include use of a 
Midband heuristic and the use of a Vertical heuristic. The computational results prove 
that both the heuristics provide results which are within one percent of optimality. The 
authors feel that the Vertical heuristic is easy to implement in practice.  
 
Among other interesting research in this area is the work Chen et al (2001). The service 
level constraints used in most inventory models can be classified into two types. These 
two types are inventory models with minimal service level constraint and inventory 
models with mean service level constraint.  The authors are trying to investigate the 
impact of difference in the service level constraints on the service levels achieved.  They 
consider the two type 1 and type 2 service level measures. The work is done for a 
continuous (s,S) review policy. The work proves that inventory models with minimal 
service level models perform slightly better than those with mean service level 
constraints.  Janssen et al (1999) consider the impact of data collection on type 2 service 
level or fill rate performance.  The inventory follows a (R,s,Q) periodic review policy. 
The inventory is reviewed in intervals of R times, with s being the reorder point and Q the 
fixed order quantity.  The demand process is described as compound renewal process a 
generalization of the compound Poisson process.  Though the model is trying to optimize 
inventory cost subject to Fill rate constraints the focus of computational results is to find 
the optimal reorder point s.    
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Donselaar et al (2011) and Liu et al (1997) highlight the fact that not only products have 
infinite shell life. Only a few products can be backordered while most of them may 
simply be perishable. The work of Donselaer et al (2011) develops a fill rate expression 
for a periodic review inventory system. The work of Liu et al (1997) classifies inventory 
into three parts:1) products which can be completely backordered, 2) products which can 
be backordered if delivered within a certain time window and 3) products which can end 
up as lost sales.  The model developed aims to optimize inventory cost of all the three 
types of products under fill rate constraints.  
 
Type 1 and type 2 service level equations seem to be the most two widely accepted 
service level measures in industry.  The work of Zheng et al (1999) evaluates the 
performance of two service level measures by comparing them in terms of cost, level of 
service and the inventory turnover ratio. The work though is done for a single stage 
continuous (s,Q) review policy. s is the reorder point, while Q is the fixed order quantity.  
After obtaining solution to the models we also carry out the comparison of our results in 
terms of safety stock obtained, the cost and the level of service level obtained.  
 
Most of the research for inventory control under service level constraints is done for 
infinite planning horizon. As highlighted by Donelaar et al (2011), Samii et al (2011), not 
all products have an indefinite shelf life. Some of them perish quickly and may not be 
available for entire planning horizon. It is thus important to see how see service level 
measures change when working under a finite horizon planning range. There are few 
people who have inspected this aspect of inventory control under service level constraint. 
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The most important is of Chen et al (2003) who prove that expected the finite horizon fill 
rate is higher than of infinite horizon fill rate.  The above work is extended by Thomas 
(2005) who examines the above proposition under a base stock policy. Similar research is 
carried out by Ravichandra (2007) and Banerjee et al (2005) where both extend the above 
proposition to a multi echelon case under different types of inventory policies. 
 
The intended work is very close to the work done by Hopp et al (1997), on simple 
inventory control policies for a manufacturer of mail processing equipment. The work is 
for a single echelon system, and the authors have proposed an optimization model, that 
minimizes the inventory cost, subject to satisfying a service level and with an additional 
limit on order frequency. The authors assume a (Q,r) policy and  Poisson demand. The 
objective function is the average inventory holding cost; the system also incurs a 
backorder cost for items that are not met from the inventory. The model is solved with 
the help of Lagrangian multipliers. The authors have proposed three heuristics to solve 
the model. The first is based on the definition on type 1 service level and using the 
Lagrangian the optimal order quantity Q is decided. Subsequently the reorder point r is 
also decided. The second heuristic is based on the fill rate or type 2 service level. Again 
using the Lagrangian multipliers the quantities Q and r are calculated. The third heuristic 
developed is a hybrid heuristic where Q is calculated using the first heuristic, while r is 
calculated using the second heuristic.  
 
To summarize the literature, though similar models have been developed by different 
people they seem to differ in terms of the solution approach. The service level measures 
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are case specific. As a result the focus of the work is only centered on a specific kind of 
service level measure, and for a particular kind of probability distribution for demand.  
 
In our thesis we provide a general model for optimizing the inventory cost subject to two 
basic theoretical measures of service level. There are two models developed, one for the 
each of the two types of service level measures. The results obtained by both the models 
will then be compared. The models will be also tested for different types of demand 
distribution. The solution methodology is similar to the work carried out by Hopp et al 
(1997) however the model will be validated using a discrete event simulation approach. 
The underlying assumptions are also different as in the current work a (S-1, S) policy is 
observed. The work of Hopp et al (1997) was for inventory based where demand was 
assumed to be Poisson distributed. In our work, we assume demand that follows normal 
distribution.  We test the robustness of the models by assuming a demand that follows 
Poisson distribution in our results. 
 
To ensure that our results are implementable we test the results obtained on a finite 
planning horizon along with infinite planning horizon.  
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CHAPTER 3 
PURPOSE OF WORK 
 
The purpose of our thesis is to develop an inventory control system for thousands of 
spare parts for a premier manufacturing system. The spare parts have a completely 
random and in some cases very sparse demand. As a result, achieving a target service 
level is difficult. To achieve the desired service level the number of spare parts in 
inventory would be high, resulting in a high inventory cost. The proposed work aims to 
strike a balance between inventory cost and the target service level. There are two service 
level measures defined in the preceding sections. The first model focuses on type 1 
service level, that measures the frequency in which a stock out happens over a planning 
horizon, while the second model is for fill rate or type 2 service level, where we count the 
actual number of units that are met from stock. The two models optimize the safety stock 
costs. The difference in the resulting stock levels and costs associated with the two types 
of service levels will be compared. The solution of the models will provide the amount of 
safety stock to hold, to achieve the desired aggregate service levels under each of the 
constraints. The models will be solved with the help of Lagrangian relaxation, as was the 
case in most of the literature. We validate and test the robustness of the models carrying 
discrete event simulation in Microsoft Excel. The simulated inventory is made of 
products who have a huge variance in demand realized, lead times and cost. The 
simulation is carried out for both finite and infinite planning horizons.  
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CHAPTER 4 
ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
 
4.1 Assumptions 
 
The objective function of both models is to minimize the inventory cost. The first model 
is constrained by type 1 service level, while the second is constrained by fill rate 
respectively. The aim of the first model is to achieve a specified aggregate type 1 service 
level for all the spare parts. For the second model we try to achieve aggregate type 2 
service level or fill rate for all the parts. At the same time the two models are also trying 
to achieve a minimum type 1 service level and minimum fill rate for the individual parts. 
The following are the key assumptions that are made; 
• The models are multi product models, with thousands of parts involved in the 
process. The parts involved are spare parts used for repair purposes.  
• The models are single echelon model with infinite planning horizon.  
• The demand is assumed to be independent and identically distributed, with a 
mean of µ  and a standard deviation of σ. 
• The models are dealing with the spare items that are involved in the repair process 
and hence the items that are not available in the inventory can be backordered.  
• The inventory review policy used is (S-1, S) policy. The inventory level is kept 
constant at S units, if it falls below by one unit; an order is placed to bring the 
inventory level back to S.  
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• For the first model the type 1 service level is the aggregate service level. This is 
done to put more weight on parts that have higher demand while trying to achieve 
specified target type 1 service level. The aggregate service level is the ratio of the 
average demand to the total demand. A similar assumption is made for the second 
model where we are trying to achieve an aggregate target fill rate.  
• The lead time is different for the spare parts and is assumed to be uncertain with a 
mean and standard deviation. 
 
4.2 Notations and Preliminary Calculations 
 
Set I = {1...N}; set of products from 1 to N. 
ci = inventory holding cost of product i. 
µ i = average demand of product i, for a single period 
µLTDi = average demand of product i, over lead time 
σi = standard deviation of demand for product i 
σLTD
i
 = standard deviation of demand for product i, over lead time 
µ total = average total demand of all the parts from 1 to N,  
Li = average lead time of product i 
LSi = standard deviation of lead time for product i 
Di = demand for product i, over lead time Li, Di is normally distributed with a 
mean of µLTDi, and a standard deviation of σLTDi, i.e. Di ~ N (µLTDi, σLTDi). 
zi = standardized score for product i 
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L(zi) = standardized loss function associated with a particular zi value. 
MSLi = Minimum type 1 service level required for individual spare part i. This is 
represented by zi value in the standard normal distribution tables. The required 
minimum service level MSL is represented by Φ(zi) which is cumulative 
distribution for standardized z values. This variable is applicable for the first 
model only.  
MFRi = Minimum type 2 service level or fill rate for the individual spare part i. 
This is represented or found out by looking up for zi from the normal distribution 
table, for the desired fill rate that is to be achieved. The constraint associated with 
minimum fill rate involves the calculation of L(zi). This will be explained in the 
coming sections. This variable is applicable to the second model only.  
di = average daily demand of product i, , di is normally distributed with a mean of 
µ i  and a standard deviation of σi, i.e. di ~ N (µ i, σi). 
FR = desired Type 2 service level or fill rate for the second model.  
SLi = Type 1 service level for model for product i. This is not a minimum or 
maximum value rather a variable to represent actual type 1 service level 
associated with our decision variable zi.  
φ = probability distribution function of the standard normal distribution 
Φ = cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution 
Si = order up to level for product i, for a time period. 
fri = Type 2 service level or fill rate for any product i. This is not a minimum or 
maximum but a general variable to represent fill rate. 
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fri(zi) = Fill rate associated with order upto inventory policy. The order upto level 
is Si for every product i, with a mean of 67 and standard deviation of σi depending 
on the corresponding zi value as explained in forthcoming sections. This also is 
not a minimum or maximum but a general variable to represent fill rate. 
 
 
According to Nahmias (2005) text we have the following expression for average 
demand over lead time, 
µ897   67 : ;7…………….. (1) 
The lead time is different for different products. The safety stock calculations are 
to be done over a period of lead time. The safety stock equation for normally 
distributed demand with standardized score as given in Silver and Peterson 
(1979). As we are doing the calculations over a period of lead time, we take into 
account the standard deviation of demand over lead time,  
Safety stock = <7 :  =897 …….. (2) 
We assume that, lead time is uncertain and has a standard deviation. As lead time 
and demand can be considered  as independent random variables using the 
expression from Silver and Peterson (1979) we calculate the standard deviation of 
demand over lead time as, 
=897  >?;7 : =7	 3   67	 : ;@7	A … … … 3 
After calculating the standard deviation over lead time we then calculate the 
safety stock from equation 2 mentioned above. 
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CHAPTER 5 
MODELS 
 
The section is divided into two parts, each introducing the model associated with a 
particular service level. 
 
5.1 Model One for Type 1 Service Level Constraints 
 
CDE<# '+F": H cJK7L <7 =;MN  
 
@*OP#'" "+  
 Φ<7 R C@;7  ,+    1 … T 
H 676UUV
K
7L  Φ<7  R W@; 
 
The objective function minimizes the total cost of the safety stock. The product of zi and 
=897  gives us safety stock value required to achieve the specified type 1 service level. The 
above model has two constraints. The first constraint specifies that type 1 service level 
for the individual spare parts should always be greater than a certain minimum value. The 
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decision variable in the model is zi. The type 1 service level for each part i is represented 
by Φ(zi) in the standardized normal distribution tables. It is required to be above a certain 
threshold MSLi and hence constraints the minimum possible value for zi. For example, 
assume we want to achieve minimum type 1 service level of 80 percent, we have Φ(zi) = 
0.7995 in the standard normal distribution tables which means a corresponding zi value of 
0.84 is to be achieved. 
   
The second and the more important of the constraints is to achieve a specified aggregate 
type 1 service level, ASL for all the products. The aggregate type 1 service level is the 
weighted average of the service level parts of each part. SL  X<7 where the weight is 
the ratio of the average demands µi of product i, to the total average demand of all 
products µtotal. The aggregate service level is a pre specified constant value. 
5.2 Model Two Type 2 Service Level Constraints or Fill Rate 
 
The above model can be extended to consider fill rate or type 2 service level measure. In 
this section we start off by deriving the exact mathematical expression for fill rate. 
As defined in section 2, the fill rate definition is, 
Fill rate =   1- YZU [\ ] \V^^ [7U Z _VYZU UUV [\ ] [7U  Z _V……………………….. (4) 
If fri is the fill rate in the above equation then for product i we have  
, 7  1 4 $`O!'a+ (# Fb67 … … … … … … … … … … … … … . … 5 
When the demand is normally distributed the standardized normal loss function is defined 
using Nahmias (2005) text.  
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;<  d " 4 <ef  g"(" = d "g"ef (" 4 <?1 4 Φ<A  g< 4 <?1 4 Φ<A. (6) 
The expected backorders for any time period for a given product i. can be calculated as 
follows 
$`h!'a+ (# b67  1 4 , 7 … … … … … … … … … 7 
j N74 @7ek ,N(N   1 4 , 7  67 … … . 8 
Doing a change in variables, we have, 
@7 4 67=897   <7 
 
@7   67 3  <7 =897 … … … … … … … … … … … 9 
 
Substituting and carrying out similar substitutions given in Silver, Peterson (1979) text;   
l<7  4 <7?1 4 Φ<7A    mnopqrn     (1 - , 7 
Substitute as L(zi) from equation 6 we get,  
;<7   1 4 , 7 mnopqrn  …………………. (10) 
As fill rate fri is now associated with an corresponding order upto level Si with a mean of 
67  and a standard deviation of =897  for every product i, we replace it with, 7<7. 
Rewriting above equation for fill rate, 
, 7<7  s1 4  ;<7=89767  t … … … … … … … . . 11 
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The fill rate for all the individual items is to be always kept above a minimum value 
MFRi.  MFRi is a given constant for all the products. Hence equation 11 can be rewritten 
as; 
, 7<7  s1 4  ;<7=89767  t  R Cu7 … … … … … … 12 
Equation 12 is the first constraint for the second model. The model will have N different 
constraints like the above constraint for N different products. 
The second constraint in the above model is where the aggregate type 2 service level or 
weighted average fill rate of the system is greater than or equal toWu. The aggregate fill 
rate is , 7<7 multiplied by the ratio of the average demand µi of product i, to the total 
average demand of all products µtotal. 
CDE<# '+F": H cJK7L <7 =89 
 
@*OP#'" "+  
, 7<7  R Cu7     ,+    1 … T 
H 676UUV
K
7L  , 7<7  R u 
The objective function of this model is the same as the one for the first model. We are 
minimizing the inventory cost of the safety stock. We do not account for double counting 
of backorders in our model for fill rate as mentioned by Silver (1970) and others. 
However Larsen et al (2007) have proved that for one to one continuous replenishment 
(S-1, S) policy, type 1 and type 2 service level are the same. Type 1 service level 
measures the number of stock-outs over a given planning period. It provides the 
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probability with which the new order received will be used to satisfy the demand over 
lead time with no stock-outs. In case of (S-1, S) policy the new single unit received will 
be used to either satisfy the new demand or the backorder of the previous time period. 
Here measuring the fill rate would mean measuring the probability with which the 
incoming unit is used to satisfy the new demand, which is measuring type 1 service level 
again. In the implementation process we also verify the above observation 
computationally.  
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CHAPTER 6 
SOLUTION TECHNIQUES 
The models are solved by making use of the Lagrangian multiplier. The Lagrangian 
multiplier λ is introduced in the second constraint which links all the past decisions 
together.  In the Lagrangian solution the equation is multiplied by  w, where C is the total 
inventory holding cost of all the components. This is done to make sure that the solution 
obtained after carrying out the Lagrangian multiplier calculations is between 0 and 1. 
Only by obtaining a value between 0 and 1 we can get closed form solutions for zi values. 
Note that due to the presence of natural logarithm (ln) in the solution to minimize the 
total cost it is divided by C, which is a constant. 
 
After adding the Lagrangian multiplier and carrying out the first order differentiation we 
get, the following closed form solutions. 
<7  C!% xy42 ln |?√2~A'7   =897  69UV67  , ΦC@;7  … … . . 13 
The above is for first model, for the second model we have 
Φ<7   C!% 4 '7  69UV   3  1, , 7Cu7  … … … … … … … … … 14 
Please refer to Appendix A and Appendix B for the complete calculation of the 
Lagrangian solutions for the two models respectively.  
 
By taking the maximum value of zi in the both the solutions we ensure that the minimum 
type 1 service level and fill rate are achieved respectively. The standardized zi score is 
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found out by taking the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function 
for n  mq w . Equation 14 is now modified as; 
<7  C!% Φ4 '7  69UV   3  1, , 7Cu7 … … … … … … 15 
The models will be solved using Microsoft excel. There are two variables associated with 
the solutions of the two models, which are zi and λ. The solution methodology starts with 
assuming λ=0. The corresponding zi values are then obtained, and then are tested to see if 
they satisfy the constraints for the first and the second model respectively. Till the zi 
values satisfy the constraints an iterative search of the Lagrangian multiplier λ, is being 
carried out. After finding out the zi values the corresponding safety stock is calculated. In 
our present work the focus is to find out the appropriate safety stock under service level 
restrictions and the minimum inventory cost. The above closed form solution does not 
account for variability in the demand of the products quantified by σ. We anticipate 
therefore second model to perform poorly as compared to the first model.  
 
The solution is a closed form solution for both the models. By observing the two solution 
equations the two service level measures will be impacted by volume of demand 67, 
lead time (=897   and the cost of product ('7  . We anticipate service level measures to go 
up with increase in volume of demand and decrease with increase in lead time and cost. 
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CHAPTER 7 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
 
7.1 Data simulation 
 
One of our primary goals is to achieve results that are applicable to real industrial set-ups. 
We first start by developing a multi product inventory with characteristics that are similar 
to what is observed in industry. The data generation is carried out in Microsoft Excel.  
The automated random number generation function in Excel is used for this purpose. We 
generate a two thousand product inventory with varying weekly demand distributions, 
lead times and cost. The multiproduct inventory ranges from products with slow demand 
(a mean demand of 0.1 per week) to fast demand (a mean demand of 100 per week). 
Similar assumptions are also made for lead times and cost. The following table 
summarizes the important parameters associated with the multi product inventory 
developed.  
Variable Minimum Value Maximum Value 
Weekly demand 0.1 100 
Lead time (weeks) 3 30 
Cost ($) 10 100000 
Table 2 Data simulation variables 
 
We also make the following important assumptions to ascertain that our simulated data 
represents a wide spectrum of products across different types of industries. 
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1) We ensure that there are enough products with slow moving demand, by dividing 
the two thousand product inventory evenly. We have a thousand products with 
mean weekly demand less than or equal 20 and remaining thousand with mean 
weekly demand greater than 20.  
2) In industry the slow moving products typically have longer lead times. In case of 
fast moving demand the lead times are shorter. The slow moving products 
accordingly have a longer lead time while the fast moving products have a shorter 
lead time in the data simulated. The lead times go on decreasing from high to low 
as the demand increases from slow to fast.  
3) The same is also true for cost. Slow moving products are likely to be costlier than 
the fast moving products and our data also reflects this generality. 
4) The generalizations made in the previous two assumptions are applicable for the 
majority of the products in the market. There do exist a few products which are 
exception to the above rules.  We also simulate data with products that have slow 
moving demand, which are cheaper and with shorter lead times to account for the 
above exception. Similarly it also makes sense to have fast moving products with 
longer lead times and high cost.  
We now discuss the results to the numerical solutions obtained to the two models.  
7.2 Model 1 Numerical Solution 
 
The solution techniques used to obtain closed form solutions are for demand that follows 
a normal distribution. In industry a popular choice for approximating demand in 
forecasting is assuming that it follows a Poisson distribution.  In our computational 
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results we make use of normal approximation of Poisson distribution.  We test the 
robustness of our model by using this approximation and also make certain that the 
results are applicable to majority of products in the industry. The standard method to 
carry out this approximation can be found in general inventory management texts like 
Nahmias (2005), Silver & Peterson (1979). The value of mean is same in both normal 
and Poisson distributions. The standard deviation σ in the approximation is the square 
root of the mean. In our model the standard deviation calculation is as follows,  
µ i = mean weekly demand for product i.    
 
σi =standard deviation of weekly demand = 67………………………(16) 
The solution starts with generating the mean demand (per week), lead times (in weeks) 
and the cost for the 2000 multi product inventory. The data is simulated based on the 
assumptions described in section 7.1.  
1) After generating the demand we calculate the standard deviation for demand of 
product using equation 16 above.  
2) The lead time in the solution is assumed to have a normal distribution with a 
specified mean and standard deviation.  
3) The desired minimum type 1 service level for every product in multi product 
inventory is assumed to be 85 percent, while the weighted aggregate type 1 
service level for the entire inventory is assumed to be 95 percent. 
4) The average demand over the lead time is calculated using equation 1 while the 
standard deviation of demand over the lead time is calculated using equation 3: 
See section 4 for details. 
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5) The zi values required to achieve desired type 1 service level is calculated using 
the Lagrangian solution mentioned in section 6, equation 14. 
6) After obtaining the zi value the type 1 service level for each product is found by 
calculating the corresponding cumulative distribution function  Φ<7. This is 
done by using the NORMSDIST function in excel. 
7) The corresponding weighted type 1 service level for each product is found out 
using the following equation, 
#"#( M&# 1 F# )'# #)#  mnm Φ<7 … … … … … . 17 
The aggregate weighted type 1 service level is found out by summing up all 
results found by equation 17 for all products.  
8) The required desired safety stock is calculated by using standard equation 2 
presented in section 4. 
9) We are also interested in comparing the results obtained for the two models. The 
Fill rate is then calculated using the standard loss function equation.   
, 7<7  s1 4 l<7  4 <7?1 4 Φ<7A=89767  t … … … … … … … . . 18 
10) The final results were analyzed by classifying type 1 service levels and fill rates in 
different groups, for example number of products with fill rate from 75 to 80 and 
number of products with fill rate from 80 to 85 and so on.  
11) An iterative line search for λ is carried out till an aggregate weighted type 1 
service level of 95 percent is achieved. As mentioned above the aggregate 
weighted type 1 service level for 2000 products is found out by summing by the 
individual weighted type 1 service levels found by equation 17.  We start with a 
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Lagrangian multiplier of zero and keep increasing it in either direction till desired 
results are achieved.  
12) The fill rate calculation is also done by using equations used in the Sobel (2004) 
paper. We want to compare our fill rate equations against those that are similar to 
us. 
The summary of results is given in Table 3 for the 2000 multi product inventory. For the 
2000 product inventory an aggregate type 1 service level of 95 percent for the entire 
inventory is achieved at a Lagrangian multiplier value of approximately 32.  
 
Model 1 results (Type 1 service level) 
Total demand µtotal 86288.89 
Total cost C $60,012,696.58 
Lambda λ 31.7 
Total optimized cost  $585,372,332.64 
Total no of products in Safety stock 51946.9045 
 Desired Aggregate type1 Service level(ASL) 0.95 
Aggregate type 1 service level obtained (ASL) 0.9498 
Desired type 1 service level for individual products 0.95 
Number of products with desired type 1 service level  657 
Desired minimum type 1 service level for individual 
products 
0.85 
Number of products with desired minimum type 1 
service level.  
1377 
Table 3 Model 1 results summary 
 
The following figure is a classification of number of products in different classes of type 
1 service level.  
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Figure 1: The number of products in different classes of Type 1 service level 
We inferred the following observations from the results obtained, 
 The model is constrained by a minimum service level constraint. For the 
Lagrangian solution though all the products achieve a minimum service level, 
only one third of the 2000 products have the desired service level.  
 The products with slow moving demand are the products with minimum service 
level while the products with fast moving demand are the ones with desired 
service level. The above two observations reflect the general theory that obtaining 
high service level’s when demand is slow is difficult. The inventory is divided 
into half for both slow and fast moving products and all the slow moving products 
have a minimum service level. The service level of the products increase’s as the 
nature of the mean demand per week changes from slow to fast. This increase can 
be also attributed to the second constraint in our optimization model. In the 
second constraint we are trying to achieve a weighted aggregate service level for 
all products. The ratio of mean demand for a product to the total demand is taken 
as the weight, and products with fast moving demand will clearly have higher 
weights.  These results are illustrated in figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2: Change in Type 1 service level values with change in mean demand of the products. 
 
 The change in cost also provides similar results.  The objective function is trying 
to minimize the inventory cost while the constraints are trying to maximize the 
service level. The objective function and the constraint for service level are in 
conflict with each other. This reflects in minimum service level for costlier 
products and desired service level (or higher) for cheaper products as illustrated 
by the Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3: Change in Type 1 service level values with change in cost of the products. 
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 The service level of the products is increasing with a decrease in lead time. We 
have assumed that products with longer lead times have slow moving demand and 
are costly.  It needs to be examined whether this change in service level is a direct 
consequence of the change in lead time. We therefore look at products which are 
exception to the assumptions made i.e.  fast moving products with longer lead 
times and costly. We observe that service level drops down only when increase in 
lead time is accompanied by increase in price. The number of these exceptional 
products is still small in comparison to the products that follow the general 
assumption.  The above observation may be still impacted by the inventory data 
that we have generated. As discussed in Section 6, for a closed form and under 
equal circumstances for the three parameters lead time will have an indirect 
impact on type 1 service level. We confirm these observations by rigorously 
testing the model for changes in lead times under different cost circumstances.   
 As expected increasing the value of the Lagrangian multiplier increases the 
service levels, though this comes off at the trade off of an increase in cost.  By 
changing the multiplier the manufacturers can decide how to balance the 
inventory cost and desired aggregate service level they wish to obtain.  
 In a (S-1,S) inventory policy the type 1 service level and fill rate values should be 
equal to one another. The fill rate calculations by using the standard equations 
mentioned in section 4 are consistent with above proved theoretical result.  The 
fill rate calculations by using the equations provided in the Sobel (2004) paper are 
not close to the type 1 service level values. In simulation we verify if the fill rate 
results obtained by using equations in section 4 are also accurate and consistent.  
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We observe that for the 2000 product inventory 1923 have fill rates of 75 or more 
will the remaining have fill rates less than 75. The following figure gives exact 
number of products in different ranges of fill rates. 
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Figure 4: The number of products in different classes of Fill rates 
 
 The type 1 service level and fill rates values do not match for slow moving 
products. For fast moving products they match perfectly.  In general type 1 
service level values are higher than that of fill rates. This difference is evident in 
extremely slow moving products. We can account this difference to double 
counting of backorders.  Double counting of backorders is more evident in 
products that have very slow moving demand and is nonexistent for products with 
high moving demand. In the results we observe that as the nature of the demand 
starts to change from slow to fast the fill rates also start to increase.  We also 
observe as the nature of demand changes the type 1 service level and fill rates 
start to match. In simulation we account for double counting by measuring only 
the inventory left after satisfying backorders towards fill rate calculations. This is 
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described in more detail in the preceding sections. The fill rates for fast moving 
products match with the type 1 service level though it needs to be rigorously 
tested by simulating different inventory scenarios for different types of products.   
In section 8 we simulate different types of demands to further analyze the impact of these 
variables on type 1 service level. 
7.3 Model 2 Numerical Solution  
 
The numerical results for Model 2 are also obtained using similar steps as that for Model 
1. The only major difference is the calculation of standardized zi score for each product. 
The zi score is calculated using the Lagrangian solution obtained by equation 15 
mentioned in section 6. The calculations for weighted aggregate fill rate are also 
computed by summing all the individual weighted fill rates for all the products. The same 
weight of mnm is used for the Model 2.  Subsequently the new minimum fill rate is 85 
percent while 95 is the desired fill rate value.  
 
The following table summarizes the results obtained for Model 2. 
Model 2 results (Fill rate) 
Total demand µtotal 86288.89 
Total cost C $60,012,696.58 
Lambda λ 175 
Total optimized cost  $509,101,286.64 
Total no of products in Safety stock 51723.19083 
 Desired aggregate fill rate for all products (AFR) 0.95 
Aggregate fill rate obtained for all products (AFRobtained). 0.9501 
 
Number of products with desired fill rate (FR) 2030 
Desired aggregate type1 service level(ASL) 0.95 
Aggregate type 1 service level obtained (ASLobtained) 0.89 
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Number of products with desired Type 1 service level  1135 
 
Table 4: Model 2 results summary 
 
 
The following are the observations from the results obtained for the second model, 
 The safety stock values and service level results obtained for Model 2 are very 
similar to those obtained by Model 1. Larsen et al (2007) in their paper on 
comparing fill rate definitions for a base stock inventory control system prove in 
their theorem that for an inventory policy with base stock level S the Order fill 
rate or type 1 service level is the same as the Volume fill rate or type 2 Service 
level. The results obtained from the solution are consistent with the above 
theorem.  As mentioned in the table above there are 1600 products with a type 1 
service level greater than 75 and while all the 2000 products have a fill rate 
greater than 75.  
 The type 1 service levels values and fill rates though a close match to one another, 
the aggregate type 1 service level of all the products is not close to 95 percent. 
This confirms our dedication that Model 2 provides poor results as compared to 
the first model.  
 The fill rate values obtained from the solution of Model 2 are slightly different 
than those obtained from the solution of Model 1. This difference is only for slow 
moving products. For fast moving products, the fill rates obtained from both 
models match closely.  The increase in the fill rates observed in solution of Model 
2 can be attributed to increase in the amount of safety stock of slow moving 
products. Model 2 is constrained by minimum fill rate constraint forcing the 
safety stock values of slow moving products to go up.  
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 The total optimized cost obtained in Model 2 is lower than the total optimized 
cost of Model 1.The above difference is on account of obtaining lower safety 
stock values for fast moving products in Model 2.  
To summarize our results for the two Models, cost and nature of the demand seem to 
have a major impact on service levels. Though lead time individually does not have a 
drastic impact on service levels we need to verify the above deductions with further 
thorough computations.  
 
The demand values in the solution are mean or average values of demand. The mean 
demand from week to week or for different time periods is constantly fluctuating. These 
inventory levels changes certainly impact the service levels across a wide planning 
horizon. The service level values obtained from the solution have to stay constant across 
a planning horizon.  It is necessary to test the safety stock values for changing inventory 
levels, spread across a wide time horizon. 
 
The fill rate values for slow moving products in Model 1 are less than that of type 1 
service level. In an actual industrial setting this may have a significant impact on 
inventory performance as having reasonable fill rate is equally important. In a real 
industrial setting and with no double counting of backorders we expect a minor increase 
in fill rate values of the slow moving demand. This also needs to be verified by 
simulating different inventory scenarios. Hence the safety stock values have to be 
examined to account for all these uncertainties that a standard inventory in practice is 
susceptible too. The results obtained by the two models are similar.   The first model 
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provides more accurate results. We thus focus our computational simulations for Model 1 
only. For Model 2 even though we do not meticulously analyze complete details we 
examine the results obtained by our solution under a real inventory setting. In the 
succeeding sections we describe the simulation assumptions and report the simulation 
results.  
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 CHAPTER 8 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
In this section we first start with experimental setup of the simulation and underlying 
assumptions made for it.  We then provide the results associated with the simulation of 
nine basic products. We summarize the results of the simulation subsequently.  
8.1 Simulation setup, assumptions and steps 
 
We carry out our simulation in Microsoft Excel.  Excel is readily available and well 
known data processing tool. It is easy to understand and also has Visual Basic as an 
inbuilt programming language.  The presence of Visual Basic offers flexibility of coding 
different types of demand distributions and standard mathematical equations along with 
directly using standardized functions. It is a common tool used not just in Inventory 
control but also across other branches of Operations Research and business in general. 
 
We make a few computational changes from the numerical solution in our simulation 
setup to ascertain that the safety stock obtained by the solution is applicable in an actual 
industrial setting.  Along with the changes we also list the assumptions, simulation setup 
and steps followed in it.  
1) In the simulation time is discretized in units corresponding to weeks. We thus 
consider weekly demand. The demand generated is for every week, the lead time 
values are in weeks and the type 1 service level is calculated per week.  
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2) The simulation is carried out for each product individually and the demand is 
simulated assuming it follows a Poisson distribution. 
3) In our original solution we have assumed that lead times also have a normal 
distribution. This uncertainty in lead time logically reflects an increase of safety 
stock.  This added complexity may not be helpful in testing the robustness of the 
safety stock values. Hence we relax the assumption of normally distributed lead 
time and assume a fixed lead time.  
4) We have assumed a (S-1, S) inventory policy. S here is the base stock policy value 
calculated by multiplying mean demand with the lead time for product i and then 
adding the safety stock value obtained from the solution in the previous section.  
@   67 :  ;7 3 @!,#" F"+'a7............... (19) 
The calculation is represented by equation 19 mentioned above. The above 
calculations are carried in terms of week. The mean demand is assumed to be 
mean demand per week with the lead time also in weeks.  
5) The nature of (S-1, S) policy is one to one replenishment. It means the moment 
inventory level goes down below the base stock level S, we order to bring it up to 
back to level S. It simply means every time a demand is realized you place an 
order as you are always facing customer demand. Every time the inventory drops 
down with the number of units demanded for a given week.  To bring the 
inventory level back up in next week we therefore order the exact number of units 
demanded. 
6) The inventory level changes take place at the beginning and the end of the week. 
At the beginning of each week i, a demand is realized and the existing inventory 
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is used to satisfy this demand. The inventory level drops down and hence an order 
of same number of units is placed to bring the inventory level back up. This order 
has a lead time of L weeks. At the end of the week the order placed at the end of i-
L week arrives and inventory level goes up again. The inventory level is therefore 
updated at the end of each week. In literature inventory changes take place at the 
beginning of a time period t. The orders are placed at the beginning of a period, 
when the corresponding demand of that time period is still unknown. The order is 
also received after t+L periods and also at the beginning of the period t+L. We do 
not use the general assumption in literature to make our work consistent with 
actual industrial practices.  
7) The existing inventory is first used to satisfy a previous backorders for a given 
week i-1 to account for backorders only once. After accounting for backorders the 
leftover inventory is used to satisfy the demand for the week i. If there are no 
units left after satisfying the backorders of the previous week i, the type 1 service 
level is zero. Type 1 service level is also measured as zero if with the leftover 
inventory there are not enough units to satisfy the entire demand of week i.  If the 
entire demand for week i is satisfied with existing inventory the type 1 service 
level is measured as one. Similar calculations for type 1 service level is done for 
all weeks in the entire planning horizon. The type 1 service level for the entire 
planning horizon is then calculated by dividing the number of weeks with no 
backorders over the total number of weeks in the planning horizon. The following 
equation represents the described calculation, 
@# )'# #)#   T*EO#  +, ##aF " D+ O!'a+ (# F @# )'# #)# +D#M+"! D*EO#  +, ##aF D ! &!DDD + <+D … … … 20 
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8) To calculate fill rate we similarly first account for backorders of the previous 
week i-1. Then with leftover inventory entire or partial demand for week i is 
satisfied. In this way demand satisfied for each week is noted. If the entire 
inventory is used to satisfy demand of previous week i-1, then demand satisfied 
for week i is zero. If there is inventory left after satisfying backorders of previous 
week i-1, then demand satisfied for week i is either the full demand or a fraction 
of it.  The fill rate is calculated by summing this demand satisfied across all weeks 
in the planning horizon and then dividing this summation over demand for the 
entire planning horizon. This calculation is somewhat similar to Silver (1970) 
equation as they take the ratio of demand satisfied over a fixed order quantity R. 
We formalize the steps described above in the following expressions. We first 
define the following variables. Let 
N#E!D( F!"F,#( ,+  ##a    F7 D)#D"+  #," ,+  ##a  !,"# F!"F,D O!'a+ (# F ,+  ##a  4 1     7 N#E!D( +OF# )#( ,+  ##a    N7  
          F7       0                   , 7  0    7              , N7  7  0                         N7            , 7  N7  0                      … . . 215 
,  !"# ,+  ! &!DDD + <+D +, D ##aF   ∑ nn∑ nn ……….…. (22) 
9) We also calculate the average weekly fill rate along with calculating the fill rate 
for the entire planning horizon. The weekly fill rate is simply the ratio of demand 
satisfied for a week i which is si to the demand observed for the week i or di..We 
take the average of weekly fill rate for the entire planning horizon. 
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10) The input variables to the simulation experiment are the mean demand per week, 
the lead time and the safety stock for that particular product under consideration 
obtained from the model solution described in the previous section.  
11) We start with the simulation for an infinite planning horizon. The infinite 
planning horizon consists of 10,000 weeks.  In actual practice there takes a certain 
amount of time for inventory to start operating under steady state conditions. We 
start our simulation with inventory on-hand equal to base-stock level S, that is the 
entire inventory in the system under steady conditions. In the first few weeks thus 
the inventory is always high and type 1 service levels and the fill rates will be a 
hundred percent. We provide a warm up period in our simulation to account for 
these initial inventory dynamics. Type1 service level and fill rate calculations start 
after this warm up period. We consider the time span of first 350 weeks as warm 
up period.  The simulation is run for a minimum of twenty trials as specified in 
Law and Kelton (2000). Similar observations are found in the work of Kwon et al 
(2006) and Fu et al (1992).   
12) The simulation starts with specifying the number of trials. For each trial demand 
for different weeks is generated, the corresponding inventory level changes are 
updated and calculations for type 1 service level and fill rate are carried out. This 
is carried out for all the weeks in a given planning horizon.  
13)  The results include the type 1 service level, fill rate, the mean demand and the 
standard deviation for each trial.  
14) The average type 1 service level and fill rate for twenty trials is computed along 
with the distribution of error in the results obtained for these values. 
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8.2 Simulation results for 9 basic products 
 
We start our simulation experiments for 9 products of different demand, lead time and 
costs chosen from the 2000 product inventory system optimized using Model 1. The 
primary goal of our simulation is testing the safety stock values obtained through Model 
1 in a real inventory setting and trying to understand the impact of other factors on it.  
The following table summarizes the important variables of these 9 basic products, 
 
 
Product 
No 
 
Variables 
 Mean demand per week 
(number of units) 
Lead time 
(weeks) 
Cost  
(dollars) 
1 1 17 $44,424 
2 12 9 $29,595 
3 29 7 $37,233 
4 47 6 $7,637 
5 68 3 $15,496 
6 87 3 $438 
7 99 4 $456 
8 99 1 $356 
9 0.1 27 $52,713 
Table 5 Mean demand, lead times and cost of the 9 products for simulation 
 
The 9 products, though randomly chosen from the 2000 product inventory follow a 
generic trend of increase in the mean demand with decrease in lead times and cost. We 
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also simulate an extremely slow moving product with mean demand of 0.1 per week. In 
the following Table 6 we provide the first ten weeks simulated for product 3. The 
simulation table is for weeks after the warm up period. The backorders for the week of 
344 are 13, which makes the total demand for week 344 as 42 and with an existing 
inventory of 38 generating 4 backorders. Similarly these backorders are added to next 
week demand. 
 
Simulation Table 
Cycle/ 
Week 
Demand/Order 
for week 
Lead 
time 
weeks 
Staring 
inventory 
of the day 
Inventory 
after 
satisfying 
Backorders 
Ending 
inventory 
of the day 
Inventory 
left after 
satisfying 
Backorders 
Demand 
satisfied 
Type 1 
service level 
Type 2 
Service level 
or Fill rate 
344 29 7 38 0 30 24 24 0 0.85 
345 28 7 30 0 28 25 25 0 0.90 
346 18 7 28 7 36 25 18 1 1 
347 25 7 36 11 42 36 25 1 1 
348 32 7 42 10 53 42 32 1 1 
349 32 7 53 21 54 53 32 1 1 
350 30 7 54 24 53 54 30 1 1 
351 17 7 53 36 64 53 17 1 1 
352 27 7 64 37 55 64 27 1 1 
353 23 7 55 32 57 55 23 1 1 
Table 6: Example of Simulation carried out in Excel. Example is for Product 3 and for the first 10 
weeks out of 10000 week planning horizon. 
 
In our simulation results we expect to obtain type 1 service levels and fill rate values 
close to the values predicted by the numerical solution of our Model 1.  In Table 7 we 
have provided the comparison of type 1 service levels and fill rates obtained by the 
simulation to the ones expected by the model solutions.  
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Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
solution. 
Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Fill rate from 
solution. 
Fill rate from 
simulation. For 
entire horizon. 
Fill rate 
from 
simulation. 
Weekly Fill 
rate. 
1 0.85 0.86 0.93 0.92 0.92 
2 0.85 0.87 0.96 0.95 0.94 
3 0.85 0.86 0.97 0.96 0.96 
4 0.94 0.93 0.99 0.98 0.99 
5 0.91 0.93 0.98 0.99 0.99 
6 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
7 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
8 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
9 0.86 0.86 0.79 0.74 0.74 
Table 7 Comparison of Type 1 service level and Fill rates obtained by simulation to expected solution. 
 
The total results are also summarized in the figure 5 and in figure 6 for type 1 service 
level and fill rate respectively. The simulation results for each product represent the 
average type 1 service level and fill rates across the entire planning horizon for over 
twenty replications of 10000 weeks.  
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Figure 5: Service level comparison for nine basic products.  
 
The average type 1 service level for 9 products is close to the value estimated in the 
computational solution.  
. 
For slow moving products we observe a higher service level than that predicted by the 
solution in Model 1. As the nature of the demand moves from slow to fast the service 
levels obtained from the simulation and solution are a perfect match. Product 9 is an 
extremely slow moving product and the service level drops down to the minimum 
required value; despite this the results obtained by the simulation and solution are almost 
a perfect match. We now look at the fill rate comparisons obtained for the nine different 
products using simulation.  The average weekly fill rates are almost identical (they differ 
for product 2) to the fill rates for the entire planning horizon. The comparison with model 
solution is summarized in figure 6 below. The fill rates values used here are the fill rates 
for the entire planning horizon. The fill rate values obtained in the simulation are close to 
the values evaluated in the solution.  
 
Figure 6: Fill rate comparisons for nine basic products.  
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The fill rates obtained by the solution and simulation start to perfectly match as the nature 
of the demand moves from slow to fast. For slow moving products there is a minor 
difference in the fill rates with the ones obtained from solution slightly higher than that of 
the simulation. For the extremely slow moving product 9 the fill rate drops down as 
guessed though the simulated value is very close to the numerically computed value. To 
validate our assumptions about cost and lead time we arrange the products in order of 
increasing lead times and cost, plot the two service levels as represented in figure 7 and 
figure 8 respectively. We also gain an understanding of the following important insights. 
 The simulation results confirm our deductions that changes in cost impact service 
levels. We had assumed that slow moving products in our multi product inventory 
generally have higher lead times and are costlier. It also becomes necessary to 
thoroughly examine the products which are exceptions to this assumption.  We 
need to examine the model to see the kind of service levels obtained for slow 
moving products which are cheaper and for fast moving products which are 
costlier. 
 
Figure 7 Change in Type 1 service level and Fill rate with change in cost. 
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 The changes in lead times do not have an individual impact on service levels. 
From the results we see that increase in lead times seems to negatively impact 
service levels. However the 9 products chosen for simulation also have a 
corresponding change in cost and mean demand with changes in lead time. The 
lead time decreases with increasing mean demand and increases with the cost. 
This confirms our deduction that changes in lead time do not have an individual 
impact on service level changes. We further confirm this observation in our 
simulation.  There are also products in the market which are exception to 
assumptions we have made for lead times and cost.  There are products with fast 
moving demand and lead times which are not necessary very short. We further 
need to test the applicability of our results by carrying out simulations for 
products with fast demand and longer lead times and for slow moving products 
with shorter lead times. 
 
Figure 8 Change in Type 1 service level and Fill rate with change in lead times 
 The average service level values obtained by the simulation are very close to the 
expected solution values. The average fill rates obtained by simulation are 
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marginally less than the expected values. This may be on account of rounding 
errors as lead times and safety stocks results are in fraction. There is however 
noteworthy variability for service levels and fill rates obtained from trial to trial.  
This variability is more noticeable in the case of slow moving products. The 
random number generator in Excel may be responsible for this variation. The 
histogram in figure 9 and subsequent table provide the variation in the results 
obtained from the twenty trials. It would be interesting to see how simulation 
results change if the demand is generated using another statistical tool. 
 To calculate the above distribution of error for service levels obtained from 
simulation we calculate the standard deviation of the twenty replications. These 
standard deviation values are provided in the table below for 9 products. 
Product 
No 
 
Variables 
 Mean demand  Type 1 
service 
level 
simulation 
Fill rate 
simulation  
Standard deviation for 
Type 1 service level 
across 20 replications   
Standard deviation for 
Fill rate across 20 
replications   
1 1 0.86 0.92 0.0133 0.0150 
2 12 0.87 0.95 0.0087 0.0058 
3 29 0.86 0.96 0.0060 0.0025 
4 47 0.93 0.98 0.0043 0.0009 
5 68 0.93 0.99 0.0035 0.0003 
6 87 0.99 0.99 0.0002 1.92*10-5 
7 99 0.99 0.99 0.0003 2.6*10-5 
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8 99 0.99 0.99 0.0004 2.6*10-5 
9 0.1 0.86 0.74 0.0157 0.0250 
Table 8 Standard deviations in Type 1 service level values and Fill rates for 20 replications of 9 
products. 
 
As seen in the table above the error in the simulation results is very small for products 
with high demand. We also had assumed that products with high demand are cheaper and 
have low lead time. Hence we can assume products with low demand and low cost have 
less error in the simulation service level measures. We though verify these deductions in 
the next section.  
0.890.880.870.860.85
Type 1 Service level
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Median
Mean
0.8740.8720.8700.8680.8660.8640.862
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0.86289 0.87292
0.86308 0.87215
0.00815 0.01565
Mean 0.86790
StDev 0.01072
Variance 0.00011
Skewness 0.279511
Kurtosis -0.045640
N 20
Minimum 0.84948
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
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95% Confidence Intervals
Number of trials vs Type 1 Service level values obtained for Product 1.
 
Figure 9: Variability in results for the 20 simulation replications of Product 1 in Excel. 
 
The following table lists the important statistical variables indicating the variation across 
each replication for all the nine products. 
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Product 
No 
Mean Median Standard 
Deviation 
Skewness Minimum Maximum 1st 
Quartile 
3rd 
Quartile 
1 0.8690 0.8671 0.0107 0.28 0.8494 0.8893 0.8628 0.8893 
2 0.8717 0.8703 0.0087 0.13 0.8540 0.8905 0.8654 0.8905 
3 0.8606 0.8603 0.0060 -0.60 0.8470 0.8709 0.8573 0.8709 
4 0.9342 0.9339 0.0043 -0.39 0.9244 0.9409 0.9306 0.9409 
5 0.9313 0.9319 0.0035 -0.10 0.9250 0.9391 0.9293 0.9319 
6 0.9995 0.9995 0.0002 -0.45 0.9990 0.9990 0.9995 0.9999 
7 0.9988 0.9987 0.0003 -0.04 0.9981 0.9993 0.9985 0.9993 
8 0.9987 0.9988 0.0004 -0.29 0.9980 0.9994 0.9983 0.9994 
9 0.8646 0.8663 0.0142 -0.26 0.8380 0.8907 0.8558 0.8907 
 
Table 9: Mean, Median, Skewness, Quartiles and Range of Type 1 service level values for 9 products 
across 20 replications. 
 
 We categorized demand of less than a mean demand of 20 products as slow 
moving demand. In the results only Product 1 and Product 9 with mean weekly 
demand of 1 and 0.1 respectively have characteristics of slow moving demand. 
There is also a significant range in the lead times generated and cost. This huge 
range does not justify classification of the products only as high or low. To clearly 
understand the impact of the above variables on service levels particularly for 
slow moving products a much simpler and clear classification of these variables is 
required. 
The observations lead to a more detailed classification of products and need to test safety 
stock of these products by simulation. In the next section we describe the simulation of 
twenty seven products to account for all combinations of demand, cost and lead time.  
8.3 Simulation results for 27 classified products 
 
We categorize products into low, medium and high with this categorization being done 
for nature of demand, lead time and cost.  We test all the products that can be categorized 
by a combination of these variables. The simpler classification of products is in table 10, 
below.  
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 Variable 
Mean demand per week Lead time (weeks) Cost ($) 
Low 0.1 3 10 
Medium 10 10 100 
High 100 30 1000 
Table 10 Mean demand, lead times and cost for our experimental design. 
 
The above classification of products characteristics leads to 27 products with different 
combinations of nature of demand, lead time and cost. The 27 different product 
combinations are described in table 11 below.  
Product no Variables 
(Demand per week/Lead time/Cost) 
1 (0.1/3/10)            (Low/Low/Low) 
2 (0.1/3/100)          (Low/Low/Medium) 
3 (0.1/3/1000)        (Low/Low/High) 
4 (0.1/10/10)          (Low/Medium/Low) 
5 (0.1/10/100)        (Low/Medium/Medium) 
6 (0.1/10/1000)       (Low/Medium/High) 
7 (0.1/30/10)           (Low/High/Low) 
8 (0.1/30/100)         (Low/High/Medium) 
9 (0.1/30/1000)       (Low/High/High) 
10 (10/3/10)              (Medium/Low/Low) 
11 (10/3/100)            (Medium/Low/Medium) 
12 (10/3/1000)          (Medium/Low/High) 
13 (10/10/10)            (Medium/Medium/Low) 
14 (10/10/100)          (Medium/Medium/Medium) 
15 (10/10/1000)        (Medium/Medium/High) 
16 (10/30/10)            (Medium/High/Low) 
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17 (10/30/100)           (Medium/High/Medium) 
18 (10/30/1000)         (Medium/High/High) 
19 (100/3/10)             (High/Low/Low) 
20 (100/3/100)           (High/Low/Medium) 
21 (100/3/1000)         (High/Low/High) 
22 (100/10/10)           (High/Medium/Low) 
23 (100/10/100)         (High/Medium/Medium) 
24 (100/10/1000)         (High/Medium/High) 
25 (100/30/10)             (High/High/Low) 
26 (100/30/100)           (High/High/Medium) 
27 (10/30/1000)           (High/High/High) 
Table 11 Variable information of the 27 classified products. 
 
For this simulation we use Minitab, a statistical software to generate mean weekly 
demand. We are inspecting if part of variation in our results from replication to 
replication is on account of the random number generator in Excel.  We again observe 
that average weekly fill rates and fill rates for the entire planning horizon are very similar, 
identical for most products. The results are consistent with those from the previous 
section.  We compare the type 1 service level and fill rates for the 27 products in table 12 
below.  
Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
solution. 
Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Fill rate from 
solution. 
Fill rate from 
simulation. Fill 
rate for entire 
horizon 
Fill rate 
from 
simulation. 
Weekly Fill 
rate 
1 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.97 
2 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 
3 0.85 0.75 0.39 0.69 0.69 
4 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 
5 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.93 
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6 0.85 0.92 0.66 0.77 0.76 
7 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 
8 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.93 
9 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.78 0.76 
10 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
11 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 
12 0.85 0.84 0.93 0.95 0.96 
13 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
14 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
15 0.85 0.85 0.96 0.93 0.93 
16 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
17 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
18 0.85 0.84 0.98 0.90 0.91 
19 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
20 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
21 0.96 0.96 0.99 1.00 1.00 
22 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 
23 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 
24 0.92 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.99 
25 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 
26 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
27 0.85 0.85 0.99 0.96 0.95 
Table 12 Comparison of Type 1 service levels and Fill rates for the 27 classified products. The results 
obtained by simulation compared with the expected model solutions.  
 
The nature of demand has a direct relationship with service levels while the increase in 
cost inversely impacts service levels.  The suggestion that change in lead time does not 
heavily impact service level is apparent in these results.   The variability of type 1 service 
level and fill rate for different trials is less when using data from Minitab. We start our 
analysis by first comparing type 1 service level obtained by the simulation to the 
expected values from solution.  The results are presented in figure 10 below.  
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Figure 10 Type 1 service level comparison for 27 products.  
 
The simulation results match closely with the results obtained from the solution again. 
For the slow moving products there is a slight difference in the service level values 
though as the nature of demand moves from slow to fast the results of simulation again 
match perfectly. For products with medium demand that is mean weekly demand of 10 
units higher service levels are obtained for cheap products. For all costly products as 
predicted by the solution only minimum service levels are obtained in the simulation.  
We observed similar results when the fill rates for the 27 products obtained by simulation 
were compared with the solution.  In the following figure we are comparing the fill rates 
across the entire planning horizon for the 27 products.  
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Figure 11 Fill rate comparisons for 27 products. Fill rates obtained by simulation compared with 
expected Fill rates solution. 
 
Fill rates obtained by simulation for slow moving products are higher than the expected 
values from the fill rates.  The fill rates obtained for products with medium to fast 
products are close to that expected from the solution. We also compare the type 1 service 
level and fill rates obtained by simulation.  We observe that type 1 service levels and fill 
rates are similar.  The results are presented in figure 36 in Appendix C. We first look at 
the change in service level with change in nature of demand. These corresponding results 
are provided by figure 12, 13 and 14. Consistent with our primary observations we 
confirm for slow moving and costly products, lower service levels are obtained. In figure 
12 we see the impact of change in volume of demand and cost on service levels for 
products with low lead time.   To clearly understand the particular impact of each 
variable we vary only two variables and keep the third constant. For the first case we 
change mean demand per week and cost while keeping lead times constant. We also note 
that for costly products lower service levels are obtained with all types of lead times. This 
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affirms our deduction that there is not a large impact on service level associated with 
changes in lead time.  
 
Figure 12 Change in Service level, with change in mean demand and change in cost. (Low lead times) 
 
 Similar observations are recorded for change in nature of demand and cost for products 
with medium and high lead times. The corresponding figures are attached in Appendix C. 
We next look at the impact of change in lead time on type1 service level. We keep cost 
constant here and change nature of demand and lead time. We unite the three different 
graphs for a concise representation and for a simpler understanding of results. 
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Figure 13: Change in Type 1 service level, with changes in demand for different lead times/cost 
product characteristics. 
 
 For the three categorizations of lead times (low, medium and high) low service levels are 
obtained only at high cost. These service level values go on increasing as the nature of 
demand moves from slow to fast. For products with low to medium lead times higher 
type 1 service levels are obtained for cheaper and medium cost products. This is 
consistent with standard inventory theory that lower lead time provides as a buffer to the 
uncertainty in the nature of demand. The individual graphs for different costs are attached 
in Appendix C.  From Figure 13 we also conclude that change in cost impacts both fast 
moving and slow moving products.  In figure 13 we see for Product with High lead time 
and High cost a decrease in type 1 service level values for medium demand. The type 1 
service level for products with similar cost and lead time structure is slightly higher if the 
demand is low. This difference can be accounted for variation in mean demand which is 
represented by standard deviation σ in our work. As we are assuming normalized Poisson 
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demand the variation is calculated by taking square root of the mean demand. The low 
demand we have assumed is 0.1 and the variation of this demand ends up higher than the 
mean demand. For this increase in variation the model provides higher safety stock 
values. As similar conditions are not present when the mean demand increases we see a 
small decrease in service level values obtained.  For slow moving products even with low 
lead times lower service levels are obtained for costly products.  The same results can 
again be verified by purely changing lead times and cost by keeping the nature of demand 
constant. The results are represented in figure 14 below.  
 
Figure 14 Change in Service level with change in lead time for different cost/demand product 
characteristics. 
 
Similar observations can be noted if we vary cost for different types of demand and for 
given sets of lead times. We expect to see the service levels going down as cost is 
increasing. The corresponding results are provided in figure 15. All the lines have a 
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downward shape confirming an inverse relationship between cost and service level.  The 
fill rate values obtained by the simulation are very close to the type 1 service level values. 
The change in the nature of the above three variables has almost identical impact on fill 
rates for the 27 products. The fill rates vary with change in nature of demand and cost and 
are independent of the lead times. In figure 16 we provide the unified graph for changing 
nature of demand and cost for given sets of lead times.  The other corresponding results 
are provided in the Appendix C.  
 
Figure 15: Change in Service level with change in cost for different volume/lead time product 
characteristics. 
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Figure 16 Change in Fill rate with change in the volume of demand and cost, for different lead times. 
 
We now look at the error in simulation results with changes in the above variables. We 
use standard deviation as an estimate of error. We calculate the standard deviation in the 
type 1 service level values and plot it against corresponding changes in volume of 
demand, lead time and cost. We first start by observing graphs for standard deviation in 
type 1 service level values. The x axis has a non linear scale being divided into 3 parts. 
The x axis represents mean demand.   In this case the first part is of the first nine points 
all of which have x coordinate as 0.1, the next nine have it as 10 and finally the last nine 
have it as 100. Similarly the other graphs for lead time and cost are set up.  
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Figure 17 Changes in standard deviation of Type 1 service level values with changes in volume of 
demand and lead time respectively. 
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Figure 18 Changes in standard deviation of Type 1 service level values with changes in cost. 
 
From the two figures above we see the error in simulation is higher in costly products and 
from those the highest deviation occurs for slow moving products.  
 
Figure 19Changes in standard deviation of Fill rate with changes in cost. 
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 The standard deviation values for twenty replications of fill rates also change with 
change in cost. We provide the change in fill rate versus cost here will for other graphs in 
Appendix C. 
 
To summarize the results of above simulations; 
 In our model we have placed a higher weight on products with fast moving 
demand. This higher weight clearly reflects on obtaining better type 1 service 
levels and fill rates for fast moving products.   For slow moving products only 
minimum service levels are obtained because of the objective function 
minimizing cost and on account of lesser weight being placed on them.  
 The models are driven by the nature of the demand and the cost. This is also true 
for products that are exceptions to the assumptions made in the Section 7.1. This 
is verified as we observe for products with slow moving demand and for low cost 
higher type 1 service levels are obtained.  The same is observed for products with 
fast moving demand and low cost. Likewise as the products become costly both 
for slow moving and fast moving products the type 1 service level goes down. For 
fill rate same observations are recorded.  
 As expected lead time does not have a solitary impact on service levels. High type 
1 service levels are obtained for products with low to medium cost. The type 1 
service level drops down with cost for all three categorizations of lead time.  
 The fill rate values obtained for slow moving products as expected are higher than 
the ones obtained from the solution.  For medium and fast moving products they 
are very similar to the expected fill rates from the solution file.  
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 The variability from trial to trial in type 1 services levels and fill rate results goes 
down when using data generated in Minitab. Their does exist though a noticeable 
variability especially for slow moving demand. In order to further understand this 
variability and to provide decision makers with the corresponding risk involved 
we further test our model on different finite planning horizons in Section 9.  
 The error in service level measures is more impacted by change in cost and 
volume of demand. The error increases as the cost increases while the volume of 
demand decreases. 
8.4 Simulation results for normally distributed demand 
 
The simulation experiments have been carried out for demand that follows Poisson 
distribution. In the solution file we find safety stock under the assumptions of normal 
demand distribution. In this section we test our models under normal distribution to 
understand the error we induced when applying the model to a system governed by 
Poisson demand.  We discretize the normally distributed demand to obtain integer values. 
The simulation is carried out for 27 products again. The simulation results are categorized 
into slow, moving and fast moving demand for simplicity.  Products 1 to 9 with a mean 
weekly demand of 0.1 are categorized as slow moving; products 9 to 18 with mean 
weekly demand of 10 are medium moving, while the ones with a mean weekly demand of 
100 are fast moving.  
 
The discretization of demand is carried out in the following steps; 
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• The mean demand for a product i and its standard deviation are given by equation 
16 in Section 5. Using these values we calculate standardized <7 score by using 
equation 23 below. 
67  E#!D ##a (#E!D( ,+  & +(*'" . 
=7  F"!D(! ( (#)!"+D +, E#!D ##a (#E!D( ,+  & +(*'"    <7 . 
%7   #!<!"+D +, D+ E! (F" O*"#( ##a (#E!D(. 
                               <7   Ynmnon ……………………………………………. (23) 
• After calculating the standardized z scores we calculate the cumulative 
distribution function Φ7for the score using the NORMSDIST function using excel 
again.  
• After calculating the cumulative distribution function for a mean normally 
distributed weekly demand we calculate the probability mass function g7 by 
taking the following difference. The probability mass function for mean weekly 
demand %7 is; 
2`N7  %7b  Φ7%7 3 0.5 4 Φ7%7 4 0.5………………………… (24) 
• The probability mass functions are calculated in either side till a value of zero is 
obtained. We finally calculate the mean and standard deviations of mean weekly 
demands generated to ensure they are equal to the values by having Poisson 
distribution.  
The following table gives the discretized normal weekly demand for Poisson weekly 
demand with a mean of 0.1 units. 
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Possible demand Probability mass function (pmf) Cumulative distribution 
function (cdf) 
0 0.9 0.9 
1 0.09 0.99 
2 0.01 1 
Table 13Discrete demand probabilities for slow moving demand. 
 
The results obtained after carrying out simulations using normally distributed demand for 
medium moving products (mean weekly demand of 10) and fast moving products (mean 
weekly demand of 100) are similar.  The results for these are presented in the Appendix 
C. In this section we discuss the results for slow moving products (mean weekly demand 
of 0.1) The corresponding results are in table 14 below, while the type 1 service levels are 
compared in figure 20.  
 
Product 
No 
Type 1 service level Fill rate 
Solution  Simulation 
(Poisson 
approximation) 
Simulation 
(Normal 
approximation) 
Solution  Simulation 
(Poisson 
approximation) 
Simulation 
(Normal 
approximation) 
1 0.99 1 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.96 
2 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.90 0.86 
3 0.85 0.75 0.76 0.39 0.69 0.65 
4 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97 
5 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.90 
6 0.85 0.92 0.90 0.66 0.77 0.71 
7 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.97 
8 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.89 
9 0.85 0.82 0.77 0.80 0.80 0.74 
Table 14 Comparison of Type 1 service level and Fill rates obtained from simulations under poisson 
and normal distribution with the expected values from solution 
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The results obtained by simulations under normally distributed demand are consistent 
with those under Poisson distribution. Very similar trends as observed in the results of the 
preceding section for 27 products are observed here implying change in service level 
measures for normally distributed demand with change in cost and nature of demand.  
We also obtain similar results for fill rate.  
 
Figure 20 Comparison of Type 1 service level for slow moving products. 
 
In Figure 21 we compare the corresponding fill rates obtained from different simulations. 
 
 
Figure 21 Comparison of Fill rates for slow moving products. 
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The type 1 service level values obtained after simulating demand following a Poisson 
distribution and demand following a normal distribution is close to each other. For slow 
moving products as seen in table 14 they are however not equal to the ones obtained by 
model solution. The difference is more noticeable in case of costly slow moving products 
which are product number 3, 6 and 9 in table 14 above.  The results seem to follow the 
general trend where obtaining exact type 1 service levels and fill rates is difficult for slow 
moving and costlier products.  
 
We can conclude that the model can be applied to Poisson demand confidently even 
though it was developed using normally distributed demand. Though to provide the 
decision makers about the risk and uncertainty involved for the slow moving products we 
carry out a rigorous risk analysis of results in the following section.  
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CHAPTER 9 
RISK ANALYSIS 
 
The mathematical solution to our two optimization models is verified by simulation. 
Simulation methods have become increasingly popular and are widely accepted in both in 
the academic as well as industrial community. The simulation methods though provide a 
realistic representation of an actual industrial set up they might provide optimal results 
only under specific assumptions (Banks 2007). It is necessary that the results obtained by 
simulation experiments have sufficient accuracy with a corresponding idea of confidence 
intervals (Banks 2007). If some of the input processes driving a simulation are random, 
runs of solution results in estimates of performance measures (Alexopous et al1998).  
These performance estimates come with errors and it is necessary to estimate these errors. 
The output results hence need to be analyzed and evaluated. The reason being to 
understand the error involved and provide decision makers with some confidence 
intervals. These confidence intervals only equip the decision makers better in decision 
making process to achieve desired results. Notable works that emphasize validation and 
output analysis of simulation experiments are Carson (2002), Kleijnen (1995), Balci 
(2003) and Law and Kelton (2000).  
 
In our model we assume an infinite planning horizon.  The results obtained seemed to 
provide desired service levels under this planning horizon. To validate our models we 
also need to test them under finite planning horizon.  There are various motivations 
behind this analysis. The first and most important is estimating the error in type 1 service 
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level values and fill rates simulation.  A manufacturer may have performance contracts 
with its customers and also suppliers (Thomas 2005). Under these contracts failing to 
achieve established service levels over specified planning horizons may result in financial 
penalties.  The manufacturers may also be a part of a larger supply chain where holding 
raw material and finished goods inventory may negatively impact overall system 
performance.  The managers also end up caught in between uncertainty of demand 
fluctuations and strict inventory cost control carried out by higher management 
(Ravichandran 2007). There also might be instances where on a finite horizon planning 
more than required service level values are obtained. This may not be always desirable as 
in order to achieve these high service levels manufacturers may be incurring a high 
inventory cost.  In validating our model we carry out simulation on finite planning 
horizons of one, two, four and six years. We report the corresponding variation that can 
be obtained in the service level values, along with estimation of quartiles.  We expect that 
for medium and fast moving products our model to provide desired service levels on 
shorter planning horizons. For slow moving products we anticipate the variability in 
service levels to go up as the planning horizon becomes shorter and shorter.  
9.1 Simulation results for planning horizon of 6 years 
 
In this section we report the results for a planning horizon of 6 years. We increase the 
number of trials from 20 to 1000. There are no changes in the calculations for inventory 
levels and service levels, with the only change being the planning horizon consisting of 
350 weeks.  The first 50 weeks are considered as the warm up period weeks. In table 15 
we report the average type 1 service levels and fill rates along with the minimum and 
maximum values that they can take.  We observe a major variation in the type 1 service 
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level values and fill rates for slow moving products. This variation is even more 
noteworthy in costlier products (products 3, 6 and 9). For slow moving products the 
variation in fill rates is more than the variation in service levels. In our further analysis 
we examine products 3, 6 and 9 more closely. These are slow moving costly products and 
seem to have maximum variation in results.  
Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Type 1 Service 
Range, Minimum 
value- Maximum 
value. 
Fill rate from 
simulation.  
Fill rate from 
Range, Minimum 
value- Maximum 
value. 
1 1.00 0.98-1.00 0.91 0.80-1.00 
2 0.98 0.91-1.00 0.90 0.69-1.00 
3 0.86 0.67-1.00 0.70 0.39-1.00 
4 0.99 0.92-1.00 0.98 0.78-1.00 
5 0.99 0.92-1.00 0.94 0.66-1.00 
6 0.95 0.92-1.00 0.77 0.39-1.00 
7 0.99 0.87-1.00 0.99 0.67-1.00 
8 0.98 0.81-1.00 0.93 0.51-1.00 
9 0.88 0.51-1.00 0.80 0.28-1.00 
10 1.00 0.99-1.00 1.00 1.00-1.00 
11 1.00 0.99-1.00 1.00 0.99-1.00 
12 0.89 0.77-0.98 0.95 0.90-0.99 
13 1.00 0.98-1.00 1.00 0.99-1.00 
14 1.00 0.96-1.00 1.00 0.97-1.00 
15 0.89 0.73-1.00 0.93 0.76-1.00 
16 1.00 0.96-1.00 1.00 0.97-1.00 
17 1.00 0.89-1.00 1.00 0.86-1.00 
18 0.89 0.58-1.00 0.90 0.53-1.00 
19 0.99 0.98-1.00 0.99 0.98-1.00 
20 1.00 0.99-1.00 1.00 1.00-1.00 
21 0.98 0.93-1.00 1.00 0.99-1.00 
22 1.00 0.99-1.00 1.00 1.00-1.00 
23 1.00 0.98-1.00 1.00 1.00-1.00 
24 0.95 0.84-1.00 1.00 0.94-1.00 
25 1.00 0.97-1.00 1.00 0.98-1.00 
26 1.00 0.95-1.00 1.00 0.96-1.00 
27 0.91 0.64-1.00 0.96 0.72-1.00 
Table 15 Type 1 service levels over a planning horizon of 6 years. The average Type 1 service level 
and Fill rates for a 1000 trials with the minimum and maximum values. 
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The histograms in following figures will provide a further idea of the risk involved in 
using the safety stock values obtained from simulation.  We first report the corresponding 
variation in type 1 service levels for the three products after which we report the changes 
in fill rates.  
 
Figure 22 Variation in Type 1 service level for Product 3. 
 
 The expected type 1 service level for product 3 from the solution is 85 percent. In 
simulation results for a planning horizon of six years the minimum service level of near 
85 percent is achieved for around seventy percent of time. The desired service level of 95 
percent is achieved only 25 percent of time. In figure 23 we provide results for variation 
in type 1 service level for product 6, costly product with slow moving demand and 
medium lead time.  
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Figure 23 Variation in Type 1 service level for product 6. 
 
For product 6 less variation is noticed in type 1 service level values than product 3. The 
minimum service level of 85 percent is achieved for about 90 percent of the iterations; 
while about 75 percent of the iterations give the desired service level of 95 percent is 
achieved.  
 
Figure 24 Variation in Type 1 service level for Product 9. 
 
Product 9 also exhibits significant variation in the type1 service level values.  We further 
examine the fill rates for products 3, 6 and 9. Though for these products higher type 1 
service levels are obtained for fill rates very low values are obtained.  The fill rates of 
Product 3 and Product 6 are compared in figure 25. In both the cases around 80 percent of 
the time fill rate values in excess of 70 percent are observed. Consistent with the 
observation of type 1 service level results marginally better fill rates are observed for 
Product 6 than Product 3.  
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Figure 25: Variation in Fill rates for Product 3, Product 6 and Product 9. 
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The variation in the fill rate values is reported for Product 9. The fill rates vary 
significantly for Product 9 from trial to trial.  On average a fill rate of around 75 percent 
is achieved.  
 
To summarize the results the safety stock solutions obtained provide service levels close 
to the predicted model when implemented over a finite planning horizon. For slow 
moving products, and also for products with medium to high demand and high cost there 
does exist a significant variation in type 1 service levels and fill rates.  The range of 
variation will be able to assist decision makers in assessing risk and potentially lead them 
to adjust their safety stock and hedge against this variation. Providing the range may not 
be enough especially for slow moving products. This variation is bound to increase as the 
planning horizon gets shorter.  It becomes important to calculate the errors and develop 
confidence intervals for very short planning horizons. The fill rates of medium and fast 
moving demand are higher for a shorter planning horizon than an infinite planning 
horizon.   This is consistent with the observations of Thomas (2005) and Chen et al (2002) 
who have theoretically proved that short term fill rates are higher than the long term 
infinite planning horizon fill rates.   
 
In the following section we report the results for finite planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 
years.  The focus is slow moving products as these seem to have maximum variation 
when moving from an infinite to finite planning horizon.  We also provide quartile 
estimates and confidence intervals for all the products across the 3 planning horizons.  
 
 
  
9.2 Simulation results for planning horizon of
 
In this section we provide confidence interval
rates as in the previous section. We anticipate a significant increase in the variation of 
results for the slow moving products. The variation is
costly medium and fast moving products as the time horizons get shorter and shorter. 
first provide histograms in figure
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variations for Products 1 and 3 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 
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Figure 27Type 1 service level variations for Products 
 
Similar trends are also seen for Products 3 and 9. 
skewed or have a long tail towards the left. 
for finite planning horizons also exhibit similar variations. The corresponding histograms 
are attached in the Appendix 
 
We now calculate confidence intervals and quartiles for
three planning horizons. A confidence interval is the measure of error for N number of 
replications of a given simulation (Banks 2007). Its estimation will provide the d
makers the probability with which they can achieve desired service level measures. 
While confidence interval estimation will provide the decision makers 
uncertainty and error involved with the safety stock values, the 
provide them with an idea of the risk involved
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quartiles is done in Minitab using graphical data summary tool. We provide the 
mathematical equations here from Banks (2007) which are used in the background.    
 
We define the following variables for estimating confidence intervals.  
7  M&# 1 @# )'# #)# +    !"# ,+   #&'!"+D . u  D*EO#  +,  #&'!"+DF ,+  FE*!"+D, 
  E#!D "&# 1 @# )'# #)# ,+  u  #&'!"+DF, '!'*!"#( O # *!"+D 25. 
   ∑ 7¡7L ……………….. (25) @	  )! !D'# !' +FF "# u  #&'!"+DF, )#D O # *!"+D 26. 
@	  ¡ ∑ 7 4 	¡7L … (26) "£	,¡   *!D"#  ,+  '+D,(#D'# D"# )! +, 1 4 ¤ !D( u 4 1  #&'!"+DF. 
The confidence interval for a mean of  is given by the following equation (27),  
 ¥¦ § ¨©ª,«¬ ­√« … … … … … …(27) 
The results for confidence intervals for a planning horizon of 4 years are provided in 
table 16 below. We observe that variation is higher in the slow moving products then the 
medium moving and fast moving products. Hence the results for the first 9 products are 
provided here and the other results are provided in Appendix C.  
Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ®¦ 
Confidence interval of 
95 percent. 
 
Margin of 
error for 95 
percent 
confident 
interval. 
Minimum 
Type 1 
service level 
Maximum 
Type 1 
service level 
1 0.9912 (0.9910-0.9914) 0.0116 0.962 0.999 
2 0.9630 (0.9628-0.9640) 0.1934 0.881 0.998 
3 0.7780 (0.7710-0.7840) 0.1937 0.557 0.999 
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4 1.0000 (0.9991-1.0000) 0.0182 0.938 1.000 
5 0.9850 (0.9849-0.9870) 0.0451 0.876 1.000 
6 0.9225 (0.9190-0.9261) 0.1013 0.727 1.000 
7 0.9690 (0.9659-0.9720) 0.1030 0.694 0.999 
8 0.9643 (0.9612-0.9673) 0.1025 0.690 1.000 
9 0.8112 (0.8032-0.8190) 0.2499 0.333 0.999 
 
Table 16: 95 percent confidence intervals, minimum and maximum Type 1 service level values for 
slow moving products for a planning horizon of 4 years. 
 
We calculate a 95 percent confidence interval for the mean type 1 service level values 
obtained for a planning horizon of 4 years and 1000 replications.  The second column in 
the above table gives the 95 percent confidence interval limits for the mean given in the 
first column. The results can be interpreted as for Product 9 the probability that type 1 
service level is between 0.803 and 0.819 is 95. We also provide the minimum values 
obtained for type 1 service level after 1000 replications. Though the minimum values are 
small the confidence intervals are small indicating a high probability of achieving desired 
type 1 service levels. This implies that the model provides good results for a planning 
horizon of 4 years.   
 
In figure 28 a graphical summary of quartile calculation is provided for the slow moving 
products. The number of quartiles for a given set of data is usually 4. We choose this 
representation as providing the minimum value is important in order to understand the 
risk associated with using a particular safety stock. The 5 quartiles calculated are as 
follows; 
• 0 or the 1st Quartile represents the minimum value obtained for 1000 replications. 
• 2nd Quartile represents the type 1 service level value which is higher or equal to 
the lower 25 percent of the type 1 service level values obtained after 1000 
replications.  
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• 3rd Quartile represents the type 1 service level value which is higher or equal to 
the lower 50 percent of the type 1 service level values obtained after 1000 
replications.  
• 4th Quartile represents the type 1 service level value which is higher or equal to 
the lower 75 percent of the type 1 service level values obtained after 1000 
replications.  
• 5th Quartile provides the maximum value obtained for type 1 service level after a 
1000 replications.  
 
Figure 28 Change in Type 1 service level Quartiles for slow moving products for a planning horizon 
of 4 years. 
 
The minimum values and the first quartiles for type 1 service level are very low as 
compared to the minimum type 1 service level of 85 percent. However there is a sharp 
increase in the quartile values. This indicates that about 25 percent of the replications 
provide low type 1 service levels. Based on the quartiles provided and the minimum and 
maximum type 1 service level values obtained the decision makers can adjust their safety 
stock values to achieve desired service levels.   
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Product No Fill rate from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level( ®¦) 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
 
Margin of 
error for 95 
percent 
confident 
interval 
Minimum Fill 
rate. 
Maximum Fill 
rate. 
1 0.9772 (0.9752-0.9793) 0.0679 0.800 0.999 
2 0.9130 (0.9100-0.9164) 0.1855 0.711 0.999 
3 0.7042 (0.6981-0.7100) 0.1836 0.412 0.999 
4 0.9860 (0.9840-0.9882) 0.0620 0.803 1.000 
5 0.9469 (0.9421-0.9479) 0.1168 0.924 0.999 
6 0.7721 (0.7654-0.7762) 0.2223 0.395 1.000 
7 0.9462 (0.9412-0.9513) 0.1519 0.556 0.999 
8 0.9560 (0.9411-0.9611) 0.1519 0.557 1.000 
9 0.8042 (0.7951-0.8134) 0.2856 0.309 0.999 
 
Table 17: 95 percent confidence intervals; minimum and maximum Fill rate values for slow moving 
products for a planning horizon of 4 years. 
 
Fill rates are a better indicator of service level measures on shorter planning horizons for 
slow moving products. It is crucial that desired fill rates are achieved on a weekly basis 
along with obtaining desired type 1 service levels for planning horizons. We computed 
both the average weekly fill rate and fill rates across the entire planning horizons. While 
calculating these values we segregate the weeks where no demand is realized and only 
account for products where demand is to be satisfied. We observed that average weekly 
fill rates are again equal to the fill rates for entire planning horizons. We report fill rates 
for the entire planning horizon in our analysis. Similar results and calculations are also 
carried out for fill rates for slow moving products and across a planning horizon of 4 
years. The corresponding results are in table 17 above and figure 29 below. The fill rate 
quartiles exhibit similar characteristics as those of type 1 service level values. For 
Products 1, 2,4,5,7 and 8 the probability of achieving fill rates close to the mean values is 
high with small confidence interval.  As the type 1 service level values and fill rates are 
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both high we conclude that the safety stock solution results work for a shorter planning 
horizon of 4 years.  
 
Figure 29 Change in Fill rate Quartiles for slow moving products for a planning horizon of 4 years. 
 
For products 3, 6 and 9 though fill rates below the desired levels are obtained, the 
confidence intervals are small again. The small confidence intervals indicate small error 
in the simulation results.  The quartile calculations of fill rates are very similar to that of 
type 1 service levels. Products 3, 6 and 9 which are slow moving and costly products 1st 
and 2nd Quartiles are on the lower side. For other products only the 1st quartiles have low 
value, indicating at in 75 percent of the replications minimum desired fill rates are 
achieved.  
 
We now estimate the confidence intervals and quartiles for planning horizons of 1 and 2 
years. The aim is to test the probability with which desired type 1 service levels and fill 
rates will be achieved for shorter planning horizons.  In the following table 18 we look at 
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confidence intervals of type 1 service levels for all the products across a planning horizon 
of 2 years. 
 
Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ®¦ 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
 
Margin of 
error for 95 
percent 
confident 
interval 
Minimum 
Type 1 service 
level. 
Maximum 
Type 1 service 
level. 
1 0.9962 (0.9951-0.9965) 0.0173 0.912 0.999 
2 0.9640 (0.9630-0.9660) 0.0549 0.899 1.000 
3 0.7782 (0.7712-0.7850) 0.2146 0.524 1.000 
4 0.9860 (0.9852-0.9870) 0.0266 0.846 0.990 
5 0.9701 (0.9682-0.9733) 0.0669 0.682 0.990 
6 0.9092 (0.9052-0.9142) 0.1360 0.586 0.971 
7 0.9861 (0.9840-0.9870) 0.0481 0.740 0.990 
8 0.9462 (0.9411-0.9502) 0.1404 0.504 0.999 
9 0.7951 (0.7851-0.8062) 0.3332 0.133 0.980 
10 0.9804 (0.9802-0.9810) 0.0026 0.961 0.980 
11 0.9801 (0.9793-0.9803) 0.0061 0.952 0.980 
12 0.8621 (0.8592-0.8641) 0.0893 0.838 0.987 
13 0.9802 (0.9803-0.9812) 0.0050 0.933 0.980 
14 0.9794 (0.9784-0.9799) 0.0158 0.876 0.990 
15 0.8352 (0.8302-0.8419) 0.1699 0.495 0.980 
16 0.9804 (0.9801-0.9815) 0.0056 0.914 0.980 
17 0.9781 (0.9782-0.9791) 0.0252 0.828 0.980 
18 0.8442 (0.8353-0.8533) 0.2953 0.106 1.000 
19 0.9809 (0.9809-0.9819) 0.0008 0.971 0.980 
20 0.9804 (0.9803-0.9815) 0.0029 0.961 0.988 
21 0.9572 (0.9562-0.9582) 0.0374 0.876 0.989 
22 0.9804 (0.9809-0.9908) 0.0005 0.971 0.999 
23 0.9808 (0.9806-0.9809) 0.0051 0.942 0.980 
24 0.9311 (0.9284-0.9348) 0.0969 0.685 0.990 
25 0.9868 (0.9837-0.9869) 0.0000 0.912 0.980 
26 0.9804 (0.9804-0.9818) 0.0070 0.914 0.980 
27 0.8869 (0.8799-0.8938) 0.2263 0.361 0.980 
 
Table 18 95 percent confidence intervals; minimum and maximum Type 1 service level values for all 
products for a planning horizon of 2 years. 
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The table shows that the 95 percent confidence intervals increase for all products. 
Products with medium moving demand and high cost, which are Products no 12, 15 and 
18, also exhibit a large variation in the results. Similar characteristics are observed for 
fast moving costly products. For products with slow, medium and fast moving demand 
but with low to medium cost the confidence intervals continue to be small ensuring the 
applicability of the model solutions to a finite planning horizon of 2 years. We highlight 
the products with maximum variation between their minimum and maximum type 1 
service level values and provide change in quartile values for them in the following figure 
30.  
 
Figure 30 Change in Type 1 service level Quartiles for highlighted products in Table 18 for a 
planning horizon of 2 years. 
 
The results for a planning horizon of 2 years are similar to the planning horizon of 4 
years. The minimum type 1 service level values and the 1st quartiles are lower than the 
planning horizon of 4 years. The lines though are steeper indicating a sharp increase in 
the 2nd Quartile values.  We can imply from Figure 30 that near optimal type 1 service 
levels are obtained for a planning horizon of 2 years for about 75 percent of the time.  In 
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the following table and figure we look at confidence intervals and quartiles of fill rates 
for planning horizon of 27 products.  
 
Product No Fill rate from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ®¦ 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
 
Margin of  
 
error for 95 
 
 percent  
 
confident  
 
interval 
Minimum Fill 
rate. 
Maximum Fill 
rate. 
1 0.9781 (0.9752-0.9819) 0.0899 0.553 1.000 
2 0.9192 (0.9151-0.9238) 0.1295 0.420 1.000 
3 0.7199 (0.7114-0.7264) 0.2395 0.182 1.000 
4 0.9888 (0.9852-0.9903) 0.0837 0.570 1.000 
5 0.9526 (0.9468-0.9572) 0.1540 0.470 1.000 
6 0.7895 (0.7794-0.7981) 0.3058 0.020 1.000 
7 0.9924 (0.9891-0.9941) 0.0803 0.425 1.000 
8 0.9467 (0.9411-0.9514) 0.1519 0.548 1.000 
9 0.8266 (0.8149-0.8384) 0.3645 0.050 1.000 
10 0.9997 (0.9990-0.9999) 0.0008 0.990 1.000 
11 0.9993 (0.9990-1.0000) 0.0020 0.983 1.000 
12 0.9694 (0.9684-0.9702) 0.0340 0.886 1.000 
13 0.9994 (0.9990-1.0000) 0.0013 0.980 1.000 
14 0.9998 (0.9997-1.000) 0.0068 0.947 1.000 
15 0.9257 (0.9211-0.9299) 0.1127 0.689 1.000 
16 0.9999 (0.9990-1.0000) 0.0015 0.979 1.000 
17 0.9999 (0.9981-0.9999) 0.0120 0.878 1.000 
18 0.9021 (0.8951-0.9091) 0.2323 0.217 1.000 
19 1.0000 (0.9990-1.0000) 6.08E-05 0.993 1.000 
20 1.0000 (0.9997-1.0000) 0.0002 0.998 1.000 
21 0.9987 (0.9942-0.9989) 0.00352 0.998 1.000 
22 1.0000 (0.9999-1.0000) 4.51E-05 0.989 1.000 
23 0.9999 (0.9990-0.9999) 0.0004 0.999 1.000 
24 0.9934 (0.9931-0.9941) 0.0175 0.996 1.000 
25 0.9994 (0.9982-0.9999) 0.000 0.938 1.000 
26 0.9992 (0.9991-1.0000) 0.0011 0.984 1.000 
27 0.9751 (0.9721-0.9772) 0.0865 0.699 1.000 
 
Table 19 95 percent confidence intervals; minimum and maximum Type 1 service level values for all 
products for a planning horizon of 2 years. 
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The same products that exhibit a large variation in type 1 service level also exhibit a large 
variation in fill rate values for the 4 year planning horizon. The minimum fill rate values 
obtained are also extremely low for these products. We again highlight products with 
large variation and estimate the corresponding quartiles. The products with large 
variation in fill rates are all the slow moving products and medium and fast moving 
products with high cost. We divide the quartile estimation in two parts in figure 31 we 
look at quartiles for only slow moving products and figure 32 we look at quartiles for 
medium and fast moving products with high cost.  
 
Figure 31 Change in Fill rate Quartiles for slow moving products (1-9) for a planning horizon of 2 
years. 
 
The quartile estimates for a planning horizon of 2 years are very similar to a planning 
horizon of 4 years. For slow moving products above we have very low minimum and 1st 
quartile values though they significantly increase as indicated by steep graph from the 2nd 
quartile values. For products 1, 2, 4,5,7,8 desired fill rates seem to be obtained in the 2nd 
quartile itself. Similar trends are observed for Products 12, 15, 18 and 27. This ensures 
applicability of the model solutions for a planning horizon of 2 years.  
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The results for type 1 service levels for a planning horizon of 1 year are provided in table 
20 below.  
 
Figure 32Change in Fill rate Quartiles for highlighted products in Table 19 for a planning horizon of 
2 years. 
 
Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ®¦ 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
 
Margin of  
 
error for 95 
 
 percent  
 
confident  
 
interval 
Minimum 
Type 1 service 
level. 
Maximum 
Type 1 service 
level. 
1 0.9962 (0.9952-0.9968) 0.0208 0.940 1.000 
2 0.9640 (0.9614-0.9669) 0.0771 0.790 1.000 
3 0.7850 (0.7778-0.7934) 0.2495 0.452 1.000 
4 0.9961 (0.9952-0.9974) 0.0336 0.830 1.000 
5 0.9809 (0.9778-0.9832) 0.0889 0.735 1.000 
6 0.9224 (0.9164-0.9289) 0.1864 0.563 1.000 
7 0.9961 (0.9944-0.9972) 0.0482 0.662 1.000 
8 0.9652 (0.9591-0.9718) 0.1851 0.281 1.000 
9 0.8208 (0.8070-0.8360) 0.4479 0.010 1.000 
10 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0020 0.981 1.000 
11 0.9999 (0.9989-0.9999) 0.0078 0.960 1.000 
12 0.8800 (0.8762-0.8840) 0.1260 0.644 1.000 
13 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0088 0.867 1.000 
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14 0.9978 (0.9974-0.9989) 0.0228 0.830 1.000 
15 0.8505 (0.8420-0.8572) 0.2392 0.283 1.000 
16 0.9999 (0.9990-0.9999) 0.0145 0.811 1.000 
17 0.9969 (0.9944-0.9987) 0.0525 0.622 1.000 
18 0.8504 (0.8384-0.8623) 0.3777 0.754 1.000 
19 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0026 0.962 1.000 
20 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0057 0.962 1.000 
21 0.9739 (0.9721-0.9754) 0.0593 0.830 1.000 
22 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0057 0.962 1.000 
23 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0026 0.962 1.000 
24 0.9404 (0.9351-0.9459) 0.1532 0.528 1.000 
25 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0023 0.962 1.000 
26 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0141 0.792 1.000 
27 0.8834 (0.8872-0.8949) 0.3320 0.050 1.000 
 
Table 20 95 percent confidence intervals; minimum and maximum Type 1 service level values for all 
products for a planning horizon of 1 years. 
 
The variation in type 1 service level widens across the planning horizon of 1 year. The 
products with medium demand and high demand continue to have low confidence 
intervals indicating that the solution to the model provides more desired service level 
measures for a planning horizon of 1 year as well. The slow moving products exhibit a 
wide variation and estimate the quartiles along with the highlighted products again to 
estimate the risk involved in it.  
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Figure 33Change in Type 1 service level Quartiles for slow moving products for a planning horizon 
of 1 year. 
 
The quartiles for slow moving products for a planning horizon of 1 year are represented 
above.  As similar results are achieved for a planning horizon we conclude the model 
solutions also work for finite planning horizons.  The quartile estimation for other 
highlighted products is similar to slow moving products where desired type 1 service 
levels are achieved after the 1st quartile. They are represented in figure 34 below. 
 
Figure 34Change in Type 1 service level Quartiles for highlighted products in Table 20for a planning 
horizon of 1 year. 
 
The fill rate estimates on a planning horizon of 1 year are very crucial especially in the 
case of slowing moving products. There will be demand of one to two odd products and it 
is important that 100 percent fill rate is achieved whenever demand is realized. We look 
at fill rate estimates for a planning horizon of 1 year in the following table 21. 
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Product No Fill rate from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ®¦ 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
 
Margin of  
 
error for 95 
 
 percent  
 
confident  
 
interval 
Minimum Fill 
rate. 
Maximum Fill 
rate. 
1 0.9829 (0.9791-0.9862) 0.1025 0.685 1.000 
2 0.9274 (0.9221-0.9334) 0.1629 0.554 1.000 
3 0.7342 (0.7240-0.7749) 0.3195 0.247 1.000 
4 0.9892 (0.9872-0.9929) 0.0843 0.585 1.000 
5 0.9591 (0.9539-0.9649) 0.1800 0.462 1.000 
6 0.8229 (0.8102-0.8342) 0.3817 0.030 1.000 
7 0.9924 (0.9902-0.9959) 0.0853 0.500 1.000 
8 0.9600 (0.9538-0.9667) 0.2157 0.150 1.000 
9 0.8554 (0.8414-0.8689) 0.4216 0.050 1.000 
10 0.9995 (0.9990-0.9999) 0.0003 0.999 1.000 
11 0.9999 (0.9998-1.0000) 0.0016 0.860 1.000 
12 0.9694 (0.9680-0.9710) 0.0450 0.875 1.000 
13 0.9999 (0.9999-1.000) 0.0044 0.929 1.000 
14 0.9999 (0.9998-0.999) 0.0106 0.853 1.000 
15 0.9244 (0.9199-0.9290) 0.1548 0.499 1.000 
16 0.9905 (0.9989-0.9999) 0.0041 0.950 1.000 
17 0.9988 (0.9967-0.9999) 0.0319 0.691 1.000 
18 0.9056 (0.8961-0.9150) 0.2950 0.120 1.000 
19 0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000) 9.02E-05 0.998 1.000 
20 0.9999 (0.9989-1.0000) 0.0003 0.994 1.000 
21 0.9987 (0.9967-0.9989) 0.0059 0.969 1.000 
22 0.9999 (0.9989-0.9999) 0.0003 0.994 1.000 
23 1.0000 (0.9949-1.0000) 0.0002 0.996 1.000 
24 0.9927 (0.9921-0.9929) 0.0294 0.886 1.000 
25 1.0000 (0.9999-1.0000) 0.0002 0.995 1.000 
26 0.9999 (0.9989-1.0000) 0.0035 0.945 1.000 
27 0.9704 (0.9662-0.9739) 0.1226 0.420 1.000 
Table 21 95 percent confidence intervals; minimum and maximum Fill rate values for all products 
for a planning horizon of 1 years. 
 
The slow moving and costly products again exhibit significant variation in fill rate values. 
The other products have low confidence intervals and less variation. 
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Figure 35 Change in Fill rate Quartiles for slow moving products for a planning horizon of 1 year. 
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for the slow moving products. The fill rate quartiles after the 1st quartile rise significantly.  
The type 1 service level and fill rates have narrow confidence intervals and show 
improvement in the quartile values after the first quartile for slow moving products. We 
can conclude from the above figure that other highlighted products will also have similar 
quartile measures. We can safely assume that for a planning horizon of 1 year as well the 
two models provide good implementable solutions.  
 
The models provide solutions with performance close to that predicted for shorter 
planning horizons as well. The narrow confidence intervals across all planning horizons 
imply a high probability of achieving desired service level measures. These confidence 
intervals consistently remain narrow across all the planning horizons for products with 
medium to high demand and cost. The model can hence safely be applied to inventory of 
such products.  The slow demand and costly products exhibit variation in results across 
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though improve after the 1st quartile; thus there exists around 25 percent of a chance of 
having low service levels. These products with a high variation and low first quartiles can 
be categorized as sensitive products. The decision makers can adjust the service level 
measures for these sensitive products. The tradeoff between inventory cost and desired 
service levels along with estimates of confidence intervals should help decision makers 
balance their inventory level and inventory cost.    
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CHAPTER 10 
LIMITATIONS 
 
The fill rate equation in the two models can lead to double counting backorders which as 
seen in the previous sections leads to fill rate predictions that heavily underestimate the 
actual realizations. In our simulation we have eliminated this problem by accounting for 
inventory first by deducting the backorders and then estimating the service level 
measures. Similar efforts can be taken while implementing the model in an actual 
industrial setup.  
 
Our work is motivated by spare parts inventory and we have assumed that demand for 
these parts or products are not related. In an actual industrial setup the demand of one 
part generates demand for other minor parts. A simple example can be demand for an oil 
pump which will also generate demand for oil gaskets and corresponding nuts, bolts and 
screws used in the oil pump assembly process.   This connection can at times make it 
difficult to achieve desired service level measures. Our work can provide a starting 
reference point in such cases. The products can be grouped together in clusters. The 
products then can be classified as primary products and assembly products. Decision 
makers can first decide on the safety stock for the primary products then estimate the 
demand of subsequent assembly products and consequently decide the safety stock of the 
assembly products.  Our model can also be used as labeling these clusters as products and 
then optimizing safety stocks for these clusters. The individual demands can be then 
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separated understanding the connection between the different parts and individual safety 
stocks can then be decided.  
 
 The models developed are for a single echelon supply chain. A supply chain also has 
desired service level targets. In such cases safety stock and inventory levels are connected 
across different echelons. Supply chains also include members from third party logistics 
where correct information sharing may not always happen. In these situations obtaining a 
high service level across one echelon may negatively impact the other partners in the 
supply chain. The results from our models can provide an initiation step for heuristic 
solutions which can be developed for optimizing service level measures for an entire 
supply chain. The different partners can also decide different demand points in the supply 
chain and optimize their safety stock values towards meeting this demand in time. 
 
We have also assumed a constant lead time while carrying out the simulation. In an actual 
industrial setup the delivery of an item may not always occur on time. In such cases the 
safety stock values can be adjusted to hedge against the uncertainty in lead time.  We 
however believe that optimizing under such situations will only lead to overestimation of 
safety stock. This will also increase the inventory cost. By using our model decision 
makers can adjust their priorities and accordingly adjust the safety stock values.  
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSION 
 
In our work we have provided an inventory control tool for optimizing the safety stock 
values of spare parts. The model is computationally simple as by changing the 
Lagrangian multiplier the changes in desired service level measures can be observed. The 
model provides optimal service level measures for a wide variety of products and across 
different planning horizons. The results by mathematical solution provide desired 
individual service levels as well as aggregate service level measures. Our results were 
validated using discrete event simulation in Excel. The simulations were carried out for 
Poisson demand. We also verified our results for normalized discrete demand. The 
simulation across different planning horizons was carried out to estimate the error 
between safety stock values obtained from solution to the values that practitioners using 
this tool can experience in the short term, when they evaluate their inventory performance. 
The extremely low confidence intervals and high 2nd quartile values imply a low error 
and very little risk in applying these models.  
 
The closed form solution suggests the safety stock levels are impacted by change in 
volume of demand, lead time and cost. We observed that with extremely slow products 
achieving desired service level measures is difficult for costly products. For slow moving 
products with low to medium cost the desired service level measures are easily obtained.  
For products with medium to high volume desired service levels are obtained on infinite 
planning horizon. As the planning horizons get shorter the variability and risk for all 
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costly products increases.  We provide confidence intervals and quartiles in these short 
planning horizons which will help understand this uncertainty.  The inventory simulated 
also contained different products and consistent results were obtained for all the products.  
 
The work can be extended using a better equation for fill rate calculation.  There can be 
additional constraints added for modeling the connection between different products for 
inventories of assembled products. Though we generated different types of products for 
simulation purpose the inventories followed general assumptions of industrial settings. 
Under these assumptions products with slow or low volume of demand were considered 
costly while the products with fast or high volume of demand were considered as cheaper. 
We included products that were exception to the above rule however the total number of 
such products in the inventory was low. The model can be tested for different types of 
inventories were such products are high or equal in number to products that follow 
generalized market guidelines.  It would also be useful to test the robustness of our 
model’s safety stock solutions for demands other than Poisson and Normal. Finally our 
models can be extended to multi echelon systems.  
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APPENDIX A 
 LAGRANGIAN SOLUTIONS OF THE FIRST MODEL 
 
The first model is 
CDE<# '+F": H cJK7L <7 =89 … … … 16 
 
@*OP#'" "+  
Φ<7  R C@;7   ,+    1 … T … … … … . 17 
H 676UUV
K
7L  Φ<7  R W@; … … … … . 18 
Let λ = lagrangian multiplier introduced for the second constraint. 
We apply lagrangian relaxation to the equation 18. Before we carry out the lagrangian 
differentiation the corresponding term is multiplied byw, where C is the total inventory 
cost of all the components. This is done to make sure that the solution obtained for λ, 
after carrying out the lagrangian multiplier is between 0 and 1. This will eventually 
provide us with closed form solutions for λ. This is done for both the models.  
The lagrangian relaxation derivation is carried out as follows; 
1 H '7K7L <7  =VU 4   ¯°H 676UUV
K
7L   Φ<7± 4  W@; ² … … … . 19   
In equation 19  Φ<7 is the cumulative distribution function of normal demand for 
product i.  
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1 H '7K7L <7  =VU 4   ¯°H 676UUV
K
7L   Φ<7± 4  W@; ² … … … . 20   
We can carry out the differentiation as; 
((<7 /1 H '7K7L <7  =VU 4   ¯°H 676UUV
K
7L   Φ<7± 4  W@; ²³  
The differentiation is carried out for every product i, which eliminate the summation sign above; 
((<7 ´'7<7=89 4   µ 6769UV  Φ<7 ¶·  
Carrying out the differentiation, the derivate of cumulative distribution function for 
normal distribution is the probability distribution function represented by zi; 
´'7=89 4  µ 6769UV  l<7 ¶·  
For normal distribution zi  √	» #¼n½½  
¾'7=89 4  ¿ 6769UV  12~ #4<22  ÀÁ  
Solving the above equation for zi; 
¾'7=89   ¿ 6769UV  12~ #4<22  ÀÁ 
√2~ '7=89 69UV67  #fn
½	 … … … … … … . 21 
Taking natural logarithms on both sides of the above equation; 
ln √2~ '=;MN 6M+"!6   4<22  
Carrying out further simplification the closed form solution for zi as follows; 
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<7 L y42 D |?√2A'7=89676  … … … … . . 22 
 
There are two zi values obtained. One obtained by constraint 17 and the other that we get 
from equation 22 above. The maximum value of the two is chosen to ensure that the 
minimum Type 1 service level is achieved along with achieving an aggregate system 
service level. 
The closed form solution of the model above is; 
<7  C!% xy42 ln |?√2~A`'7   =89  69UVb67  , ΦC@;7  … … . . 23 
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APPENDIX B 
 LAGRANGIAN SOLUTIONS OF THE SECOND MODEL 
 
The second model is; 
 
 
CDE<# '+F": H cJK7L <7 =89 … . . 24 
 
@*OP#'" "+  
 , 7<7    R Cu7     ,+    1 … T … … 25 
H 676UUV
K
7L , 7<7  R u … … … … … … … 26 
 
For the second constraint we write Fill rate , 7<7  using L(zi). The general expression 
for L(zi) is, 
;<  ?d " 4 <ef A g"(" =  
 d "l"ef (" 4 <?1 4 Φ<A = 
 l< 4 <?1 4 Φ<A…………………………………………(27).  
For every product i the expression above will change to, 
;<7   l<7  4 <7?1 4 Φ<7A……………….. (28) 
The expression that connects , < and L(zi) is, 
;<7   ?1 4 , 7<7A mnopqrn ……………………… (29) 
Combining equations 28 and 29 we get,  
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, 7<7   x1 4  Âg<7 4 <7 ?1 4  Φ<7A =897 Ã67  … 30 
Substituting it in the second constraint we rewrite the equation as; 
H 676UUV
K
7L  x1 4
Âg<7 4 <7 ?1 4  Φ<7A =897 Ã67   R u … … . 31 
Taking the Lagrangian relaxation for the second constraint; 
1  H '7<7=897K7L 4   x°H 6769UV
K
7L x1 4 Âg< 4 < ?1 4  Φ<A =;MN
 Ã6 ± _  u 
Taking the derivates; 
((<7 1  '7<7=897 4   x° 6769UV  x1 4 Âg< 4 < ?1 4  Φ<A =;MN Ã6 ± _  uÅ 
The differentiation for different parts is; 
((<7 ´1  '7<7=897 ·   1 '7 =897 … … … … … … 32 
For the second part of the equation we have;  
((<7 4 x° 6769UV x1 4 Âg< 4 < ?1 4  Φ<A =;MN Ã6 ±  Å 
Separating the constants and taking the derivates, 
4  69UV    ((<7  ?67 4 ?l<7 4 <71 4 ΦziA=897 A 
Sub for g<7 the probability distribution function and taking derivate of one; 
4 =;MN  69UV   ((<7  4 ° 12~ #4<22 4 < ?1 4  Φ<A±Å  
Carrying out the differentiation, 
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4 =;MN  69UV   `4Æ4<l<  4 1 3 <l<  3  Φ<Çb 
This further simplifies too; 
4 =;MN  69UV    Æ4`41 3  Φ<bÇ … … … … … … … … … . . 33 
or; 
4 =;MN  69UV   Æ1 4  Φ<Ç … … … … … … … … … … . . . 34 
The last term u is constant and hence the derivate of the last term is zero. Combining 
the results obtained by equation 32 and 34; 
1 '7 =897 4 =;MN  69UV    Æ1 4  Φ<Ç  0. . … … … . . . 35 
Solving for Φ<7 the cumulative distribution function for zi,  
4 =;MN  69UV   Æ1 4  Φ<Ç  4 1 '7 =897  =;MN  69UV    Æ Φ<Ç   4 1 '7 =897 3 =;MN  69UV  
Cross multiplying the constants and doing further simplification of the constants left we 
get the final closed form solution for the second constraint; 
Φ<7   4 '7 6UUV 3 1 … … … … … … … … … . 36 
 
In this model too we choose the maximum value of zi. It is obtained either by the 
constraint represented by equation 25 or by solving equation 36 above. The closed form 
solution of the model is; 
<7  ΦC!% 4 '7  69UV   3  1, , 7Cu7  
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APPENDIX C 
 ADDITIONAL GRAPHICAL RESULTS AND TABLES 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36 Comparison of Type 1 service level and Fill rate for simulation of 27 products over infinite 
planning horizon. 
 
 
 
Figure 37 Change in Service level, with change in mean demand and change in cost.  (Medium lead 
time) 
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Figure 38 Change in Service level, with change in mean demand and change in cost.  (High lead time) 
 
 
 
Figure 39 Change in Service level, with change in mean demand and change in lead time.  (Low cost) 
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Figure 40 Change in Service level, with change in mean demand and change in lead time. (Medium 
cost) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41 Change in Service level, with change in mean demand and change in lead time. (High cost) 
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Figure 42 Change in Service level, with change in lead time and change in cost. (Low volume) 
 
 
 
Figure 43 Change in Service level, with change in lead time and change in cost. (Medium volume) 
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Figure 44 Change in Service level, with change in lead time and change in cost. (High volume) 
 
 
Figure 45 Change in Service level, with change in cost and change in volume. (Low Lead time) 
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Figure 46 Change in Service level, with change in cost and change in volume. (Medium Lead time) 
 
 
 
Figure 47Change in Service level, with change in cost and change in volume. (High Lead time) 
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Figure 48 Changes in standard deviation of Fill rate values with changes in volume of demand. 
 
 
 
Figure 49 Changes in standard deviation of Fill rate values with changes in lead time. 
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Figure 50 Changes in standard deviation of Fill rate values with changes in cost. 
 
Product 
No 
Type 1 service level Fill rate 
Solution  Simulation 
(Poisson 
approximation) 
Simulation 
(Normal 
approximation) 
Solution  Simulation 
(Poisson 
approximation) 
Simulation 
(Normal 
approximation) 
10 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.97 1.00 
11 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 
12 0.85 0.84 0.79 0.93 0.69 0.91 
13 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 
14 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.99 
15 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.96 0.77 0.85 
16 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
17 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.93 0.98 
18 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.98 0.78 0.98 
19 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
20 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00 
21 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.99 0.95 0.99 
22 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
23 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
24 0.92 0.96 0.91 0.99 0.93 0.98 
25 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
26 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 
27 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.99 0.90 0.99 
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Table 22 Comparison of Type 1 service level
and normal distribution with the expected values from solution
 
 
 
Figure 51Type 1 service level variations for Product 2 
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 and Fill rates obtained from simulations under poisson 
 for products with medium to high 
demand. 
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Figure 53 Type 1 service level variations for Products 
Figure 54 Type 1 service level variations for Product 7
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5 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
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Figure 55 Type 1 service level variations for Product 8 
 
 
Figure 56 Fill rate variations for Product 
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Figure 57 Fill rate variations for Product 
 
 
Figure 58 Fill rate variations for Product 
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2 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
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Figure 59 Fill rate variations for Product 
 
Figure 60 Fill rate variations for Product 
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4 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
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Figure 61 Fill rate variations for Product 
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6 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
 
7 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
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Figure 63 Fill rate variations for 
Figure 64 Fill rate variations for Product 
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Product 8 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
 
9 for planning horizons of 1, 2 and 4 years.
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Product No Type 1 service 
level from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ® 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
(minimum-maximum) 
Minimum 
Type 1 service 
level 
Maximum 
Type 1 service 
level 
10 0.9993 (0.9942-1.0000) 0.9941 0.9994 
11 0.9999 (0.9932-0.9999) 0.9912 0.9987 
12 0.8812 (0.8801-0.8824) 0.8432 0.9976 
13 0.9999 (0.9990-1.0000) 0.9845 0.9954 
14 0.9937 (0.9924-0.9979) 0.9712 1.0000 
15 0.9932 (0.9920-0.9987) 0.9914 0.9978 
16 0.9951 (0.9940-0.9960) 0.9842 0.9998 
17 0.9937 (0.9921-0.9941) 0.9845 0.9988 
18 0.8471 (0.8412-0.8488) 0.8111 0.9999 
19 0.9954 (0.9942-0.9962) 0.9842 1.0000 
20 0.9784 (0.9723-0.9841) 0.9542 1.0000 
21 0.9954 (0.9950-0.9965) 0.9874 0.9999 
22 0.9944 (0.9940-0.9965) 0.9911 1.0000 
23 0.9991 (0.9941-0.9951) 0.9898 0.9999 
24 0.9958 (0.9950-0.9999) 0.9912 1.0000 
25 0.9942 (0.9940-1.0000) 0.9823 1.0000 
26 0.9991 (0.9943-1.0000) 0.9954 1.0000 
27 0.8933 (0.8871-0.8981) 0.8430 0.9620 
Table 23 95 percent confidence intervals, minimum and maximum Type 1 service level values for 
medium and fast moving products for a planning horizon of 4 years. 
 
Product No Fill rate from 
simulation. 
Mean Service 
Level ® 
Confidence interval of 95 
percent. 
(minimum-maximum) 
Minimum Fill 
rate 
Maximum Fill 
rate 
10 0.9984 (0.9942-1.0000) 0.9842 0.9994 
11 0.9931 (0.9932-0.9999) 0.9878 0.9999 
12 0.9621 (0.9610-0.9705) 0.9589 0.9974 
13 0.9942 (0.9980-1.0000) 0.9900 0.9954 
14 0.9952 (0.9914-0.9979) 0.9938 1.0000 
15 0.9990 (0.9970-0.9999) 0.9971 0.9999 
16 0.9993 (0.9940-0.9999) 0.9965 0.9999 
17 0.9942 (0.9921-0.9999) 0.9912 1.0000 
18 0.9061 (0.8912-0.9085) 0.8989 0.9999 
19 1.0000 (0.9942-1.0000) 0.9980 1.0000 
20 0.9981 (0.9823-1.0000) 0.9923 1.0000 
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21 1.0000 (0.9950-1.0000) 0.9967 0.9999 
22 0.9980 (0.9840-0.9999) 0.9974 1.0000 
23 0.9998 (0.9941-0.9999) 0.9924 0.9999 
24 0.9924 (0.9920-0.9999) 0.9918 1.0000 
25 0.9985 (0.9940-1.0000) 0.9980 1.0000 
26 0.9999 (0.9943-1.0000) 0.9980 1.0000 
27 0.9732 (0.9715-0.9750) 0.9600 0.9754 
 
Table 24 95 percent confidence intervals, minimum and maximum Fill rate values for medium and 
fast moving products for a planning horizon of 4 years. 
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